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Abstract
This transcendental phenomenological study aimed to examine teachers’ lived experiences with
supporting struggling readers using morphological awareness in a public school district in the
metropolitan Washington, D.C. area. The central research question guiding this study was, “How
do upper elementary educators describe their experiences with morphological awareness
instruction to support struggling readers?” The theories guiding the study were the lexical quality
hypothesis (LQH) and self-efficacy. This transcendental phenomenological study sampled upper
elementary grade educators (4-6 grades) in a public school setting, and data were gathered via
interviews, journal prompts, and focus groups. Data were analyzed using steps outlined by
Moustakas (1994) and include: epoché, transcendental-phenomenological reduction, imaginative
variation, and development of the essence of the phenomenon. Four major themes emerged
through the data analysis: instructional practices/interventions, student engagement, instructional
strategies, and teacher effectiveness. Future research recommendations include a deeper study on
interventions for struggling readers in middle school 6th grade versus 6th grade in elementary
schools. Additionally, more research is needed regarding professional development that targets
specifically morphology and how educators can bridge the gap with phonology.
Keywords: struggling readers, morphological awareness, morphology, transcendental
phenomenology, lexical quality
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Overview
Uneasiness about students' inability to read traces back decades (Flesch, 1955; Thomas,
2020). Studies show that students who have difficulty acquiring the essential competencies
necessary for reading in the primary grades (grades K-3) are predictably bound to struggle in the
upper elementary (grades 4-6) and secondary grades (Juel, 1988; Kent et al., 2017). Defined as
the ability to consider and manipulate morphemes, morphological awareness has become a topic
of focus as researchers look at morphological awareness instruction and how it supports
struggling readers in upper elementary grade levels with reading comprehension. Morphemes are
defined as the smallest meaningful unit in a word (Lane et al., 2019). Therefore, this research
study focuses on teachers' experiences using morphological awareness to support struggling
readers in upper elementary grades. Outlined in this chapter is the background information that
underpin this topic through the lens of historical, social, and theoretical contexts. Empirical,
practical, and theoretical implications of morphological awareness outline the significance
portion of this chapter. Further, this chapter lays a foundation for the study through an
introduction of the problem statement, the purpose statement, and the research questions. Finally,
in this chapter I provide insight into my professional interests and the philosophical assumptions
that contribute to the study.
Background
A large body of research defines best practices in reading instruction in the primary
grades of elementary school; the best practices highlighted in these works are grounded in
phonological awareness instruction. The most significant understanding from literacy studies is
the wide acknowledgment that phonological awareness is one of the top predictors of reading
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success (Gray et al., 2018; Henbest & Apel, 2017). However, what happens when phonological
awareness skills are insufficient for students who struggle with reading complex texts in the
upper elementary grades and beyond?
In the last decade, most literature has promoted morphological awareness as an effective
method to continue supporting reading development in upper elementary grades and beyond
(Bar-Kochva & Hasselhorn, 2017; Fallon & Katz, 2020; Gray et al., 2018; Henbest & Apel,
2017). A growing body of work acknowledges that morphological awareness has a meaningful
impact on word reading and reading comprehension (Deacon & Kirby, 2004; Kotzer et al., 2021;
Manolitsis et al., 2019). Castle et al. (2018) argued that morphology is a critical component of
proficient reading as it bridges the gap between spelling and meaning. Because of its importance,
the next sections explore the historical, social, and theoretical contexts of the phenomenon of
morphological awareness instruction and its benefits for upper elementary students.
Historical Context
For centuries, scholars have endeavored to identify the best methods for teaching students
to read. The most notable approaches to reading during the 1800s include phonics and whole
word reading. The Webster's American Spelling Book was used to support the alphabetic
approach to reading using syllables (DiObila & Petrillo, 2020; Parker, 2019). Another, and
perhaps the most significant for supporting word reading and phonics, was McGuffey readers.
Using phonics and whole word instruction, these readers were used to provide consistency to the
use of English in America (Smith, 2018). These books were the first readers to support whole
word reading instruction. McGuffey readers perpetuated the whole word movement into the
early 1900s. Whole language regards word reading resulting from utilizing cues from the
environment that result in meaning (Goodman, 1967, 2014). Reading scholars and researchers
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began to question the use of whole language as a means of teaching reading. This sparked the
debate concerning the best practice for teaching children to read. One notable argument against
whole language came from Flesch's work, Why Johnny Can't Read (Flesh, 1955). The purpose of
this writing was to support the use of phonics instruction. Subsequently, Chall (1967) also touted
systematic phonics as the premier choice for reading instruction in her work Learning to Read:
The Great Debate. To further promote the idea of reading development, Chall (1983) posited in
her stages of reading development that children ages eight and below are "learning to read" using
phonological awareness strategies. However, when students reach fourth grade, they are "reading
to learn." When students experience the "fourth-grade slump" (Chall, 1990), the problem arises
when learners have difficulty understanding demanding texts. This is consistent with Gough and
Hillinger (1980), who postulated that reading is an unnatural act that requires students to decode
and understand reading linguistically.
Because of the intense debate between whole language and phonics, Gough and Tunmer
(1986) introduced the Simple View of Reading (SVR). The SVR posits that there are two means
for developing students' reading comprehension, language comprehension and word recognition
(Gough & Tunmer, 1986; Moats & Tolman, 2019). The SVR became the catalyst for the Science
of Reading. Scholars of the Science of Reading (SOR) determined that explicit phonics
instruction increases students' likelihood of reading success (Ehri, 2020; Kim et al., 2017). The
Science of Reading concerns systematic reading instruction primarily focused on phonics (Ehri,
2020; Galloway et al., 2020). The use of the SVR continues to move the argument towards the
importance of systematic instruction, which extends to language comprehension. This makes the
Scarborough (2002) strands of early literacy development important. Also known as
Scarborough's Reading Rope, the strands of early literacy development extend the SVR
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components, language comprehension, and word recognition. When readers have an increased
strategic bank towards language comprehension and a high level of automaticity for word
recognition, readers become fluent readers who have command of the text towards reading
comprehension.
While phonics instruction has been necessary historically, historical arguments still exist
that tout that upper elementary grade level students need more than phonics instruction. When
using Chall’s reading development continuum as a basis, students in 4th grade and beyond must
meet the demands of “reading to learn.” As a result, researchers look to morphology, a strategy
outside of phonology, to support elementary grade students (Deacon & Kirby, 2004; Law &
Ghesquiere, 2017).
Morphology is the study of word formation and understanding significant parts of words
(Lane et al., 2019; Meaux et al., 2020) Theories of morphology were birthed from the theory of
generative grammar (Chomsky, 1955), which denotes an established set of rules for creating
syntactic structures of language (Chomsky, 1970). Generative grammar, also known as
transformational grammar, is grounded in cognitive psychology. Generative grammar dictates
that the rules governing grammar are retrieved and ordered to produce cohesive sentences
(Carnie, 2021). Additionally, generative grammar additionally concerns syntax theory—the
study of how words and morphemes fit together to create greater units of phrases and sentences
(Chomsky, 1965)—and assumes that the organization of words creates meaning (Carnie, 2021).
As one considers the makeup of words, it is presupposed that morphology plays a pivotal role in
generative grammar as morphological rules are required to analyze and employ an appropriate
understanding of words that support subject-verb agreement. This understanding of morphology
assumes, for example, the proper use of suffixes on nouns that causes a change in the verb used
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to result in agreement or the use of suffixes that cause modification of verbs into adverbs,
potentially affecting the part of speech. For this reason, a resurgence of the area of morphology
emerged as scholars discovered that morphology was significant to understanding how word
structure contributes to syntax (Anderson, 1982). Although syntax looks at the overall foundation
and larger pieces of a sentence and how words "behave" within the sentence, morphology looks
at the foundation of words and their meaning (Anderson, 1982). When syntax and morphology
are considered together (Chomsky, 1981), it points out that the lexicon is a vital element of
grammar (Jensen, 1985). This understanding speaks volumes about these connections to reading
comprehension.
Social Context
Concerns about reading have been a national and global issue for decades. Reading
affects students' ability to be productive citizens. Understanding what one reads is not just a
literacy skill but a life skill (Beerwinkle et al., 2018). Since the World War II era, there has been
a concern with the illiteracy rate in America. "Careful students of the teaching of reading have
long known that America's illiteracy rates are still alarmingly high... Functional illiteracy has
become the real war hazard" (Betts et al., 1942, p. 225). Illiteracy perpetuated becomes the
"major contributor to inequality and increases the likelihood of poor physical and mental health,
workplace accidents, misuse of medication, participation in crime, and welfare dependency, all
of which also have substantial additional social and economic costs" (Castle et al., 2018, p. 5).
According to the National Center for Education Statistics, 21% of adults in America, about 43
million adults, are considered illiterate or functionally illiterate (NCES, 2018). The worldwide
economic cost of illiteracy is greater than a trillion dollars in direct costs (World Literacy
Foundation, 2015).
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This problem of illiteracy continues to be perpetuated decades later as the National
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) national report card for 4th-grade reading
achievement scores reported that there was an increase in the number of students who scored at
or below basic from 2017 to 2019, from 63% to 65% respectively. Data for 2019 also
demonstrated that only 35% of 4th graders are at or above proficient (NAEP, 2019). The 2019
reading data further reveals that 73% of 8th-grade students perform at or below basic level. This
becomes a more significant concern as the high school dropout rate for 2018 was 2.1 million
status dropouts between the 16 and 24 years old, with an overall status dropout rate of 5.3%
(NCES, 2018). When students do not have productive ways to engage the world, many turn to
crime which sustains the school-to-prison pipeline.
When students lose interest in school, some adolescents turn to petty crimes. The Office
of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (2019) stated that over 700,000, or 53%, children
under the age of 16 had delinquency cases in 2018. The disaster of mass incarceration is causing
literacy theorists to determine that the school-to-prison pipeline is beneficial for describing the
structural logics validating the literacy problem (Kirkland, 2016). A more significant concern is
that the relationship connecting literacy and incarceration is seen as a myth rather than a reality
for some people, which recommences the cycle of educational systems that produce students
who are not college and career ready (Kirkland, 2016).
While crime can be an extreme consequence of illiteracy, illiteracy perpetuated through
students’ elementary school careers leads to adult illiteracy. Adult illiteracy is connected to
fundamental areas that affect the quality of life, such as unemployment and low-paying
positions. Research suggests that one in five adults had difficulty reading simple sentences and
completing applications (U.S. Department of Education, 2015). This leads to poverty and, in
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some cases, homelessness. This lack of adequate income leads to high rates of welfare recipients.
Unfortunately, adult illiteracy affects not only the unlearned adults but the children they birth
into the world (Kolinsky et al., 2018). So, adults’ reading ability has a significant impact on their
children. A study on adult literacy discovered that literate adults in families increase the
likelihood that children will enroll in, be successful, and complete school (Post, 2016). Further,
the researchers noted that a mother’s literacy level is a significant factor in her children’s
academic achievement, which far outweighs other determinants such as family income (National
Institute for Health, 2010).
With these sobering thoughts in mind, this research seeks to contribute to the literature by
expanding the dialogue about the need for reading development past primary grades into upper
elementary grades and beyond. It is of utmost importance that reading development no longer is
the burden of primary teachers alone. With students still performing at or below basic in reading
(NAEP, 2019), now more than ever, researchers and practitioners must awaken out of
educational passivity and provide meaningful ways to help all children read.
Theoretical Context
This portion regarding theoretical context begins with an overview of the theoretical
frameworks, lexical quality hypothesis [LQH] (Perfetti, 2007) and self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977).
LQH has been used considerably in research concerning morphological awareness. Self-efficacy
(Bandura, 1977) is also being used as a theoretical lens since little to no studies have been
conducted using LQH related to qualitative research about teachers' experiences with
morphological awareness and struggling readers.
The first theory under contextual consideration is LQH. Although there are other
frameworks considered in the literature regarding morphological awareness (e.g., Reading
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Systems Framework, Morphological Pathways Framework), most educational researchers and
scholars studying morphological awareness grounded their studies within the lexical quality
hypothesis (Amirjalili & Jabbari, 2018; Verhoeven et al., 2019). The lexical quality hypothesis,
a derivative of lexicalist hypothesis (Chomsky, 1970), permeates through morphology literature.
The theme of lexical quality is high-level word identification brought about by cognitive
understanding of three determining factors of a word: the linguistic form (phonology and
morpho-syntax), the literacy form (spelling/orthographic form), and meaning (core meanings and
contexts of use). In reading comprehension research, high lexical quality is found to contribute to
morphological knowledge where students have the ability to explicitly and implicitly convert
morphological data into language (Brinchmann et al., 2016; Goodwin et al., 2020; Levesque et
al., 2017). Equally, lexical quality (LQ) promotes gains in older students who receive strong
vocabulary and content-specific instruction (Elleman et al., 2017). Morpho-phonemic analysis in
adult struggling readers is bolstered when application of the linguistic aspect of LQ towards
word identification is employed. Lexical quality also contributes to cognitive theory in that
students’ capacity to make sense of word representations relies on their language and cognition
which produces vocabulary awareness and understanding (Amirjalili & Jabbari, 2018; Park et al.,
2020). As noted by Perfetti (2007), “quality is the extent to which mental representation of a
word specifies its form and meaning components in a way that is both precise and flexible” (p.
359).
The next theoretical context will focus on self-efficacy. Research literature that focused
on understanding teacher knowledge and effectiveness utilized the self-efficacy theory (Bandura,
1977) as a lens to examine educators’ perspectives regarding the successful implementation of
reading practices. Self-efficacy is defined by scholars as the confidence in one’s own ability to
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produce desired outcomes (Sharp et al., 2016; West & Rangel, 2020). When teachers are not
confident about their skill and knowledge to teach specific skills, they tend to shy away from
those concepts in their instruction (Clark & Andreasen, 2020). Self-efficacy is the mechanism by
which educators are motivated to fulfill instructional goals towards student attainment of
learning concepts. Through the lens of self-efficacy, teachers build their instructional practice in
one or more ways—mastering experiences, vicarious experiences, verbal persuasion, and
emotional arousal. These components of self-efficacy will be expounded upon in greater detail in
Chapter Two.
Bridging the gap for educators who have struggling adolescents is paramount for this
research. The lexical quality hypothesis provides a roadmap for the ability of educators to build
on the basics of linguistics through phonology to the more complex view of linguistics through
morpho-syntax. Getting to the complexities of morpho-syntax is possible through morphological
awareness. The educator’s ability to provide building blocks from the language-producing form
affects students’ ability to apply their linguistic skills to orthography and meaning forms. The
proposed study will contribute to the theoretical conversation by understanding teachers’
experiences with providing instruction that infiltrates the meaning-making aspect of lexical
quality to strengthen students’ morphological knowledge and awareness of words that impact
spelling and meaning. Therefore, this study will use the lexical quality hypothesis and selfefficacy as theoretical lens.
Problem Statement
The problem is that upper elementary grade level students are still struggling to read
(Furmero & Tibi, 2020; Kang & Shin, 2019; Rasinski, 2017; Schneider & Ming, 2019; Toste et
al., 2017; Toste et al., 2019) in spite of intense phonological instruction in the primary grades.
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Based on the most current statistics, a more significant percentage of students in upper
elementary grades and beyond are still not reading at a proficient level (NAEP, 2019). According
to the NAEP data from 2017 to 2019, the number of students reading at or below basic has
increased. Studies show that students with difficulty attaining critical reading abilities will
maintain the deficit through late elementary and secondary grades (Kent et al., 2017). The
concern with adolescent readers is that they must engage with texts of greater complexity
(Goodwin et al., 2017; Hall et al., 2017; Kang & Shin, 2019; McKeown et al., 2018), and
without particular reading abilities, they struggle to understand texts which contribute to the lack
of educational success (Stoffelsma et al., 2020; Toste et al., 2017; Vaughn et al., 2019).
One of the significant issues that cause adolescent readers to struggle with reading is the
inability to decode multisyllabic words (Brownell et al., 2017; Elleman et al., 2017; Toste et al.,
2017). When students cannot solve unknown words, they lack the ability to disaggregate
meaning-bearing parts that contribute to reading comprehension. Consequently, students are
unable to “read to learn.” With these thoughts, researchers have determined the need to study
best practices for struggling readers in the upper elementary grades due to the scarceness of
studies (Bhattacharya, 2020; Dawson et al., 2018; McMahan et al., 2019; Washburn & Mulcahy,
2020). Therefore, this research study adds to this research by examining teachers’ experiences
supporting struggling readers using morphological strategies.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this transcendental phenomenological study was to describe upper
elementary level teachers’ lived experiences about the use of morphological awareness to
support struggling readers in the metropolitan Washington, D.C. area. At this stage in the
research, morphological awareness is generally defined as reflecting on and manipulating
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morphemes in spoken language (Carlisle, 2000; Nagy et al., 2014). The theories guiding this
study are the LQ hypothesis (Perfetti, 2007) and self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977). The LQ
hypothesis posits that retrieving and identifying words produce high lexical quality towards
reading comprehension. Self-efficacy undergirds the premise that an educator’s confidence level
in their teaching ability determines their success with instruction.
Significance of the Study
Placing my study in the heart of the research body is vitally important. To do that, the
implications of this study within the context of the current research were explored. The
significance of the study's empirical, theoretical, and practical consequences is captured in the
subsequent portions.
Theoretical Significance
The use of the lexical quality hypothesis (Perfetti, 2007) contributed to the research body
regarding morphological awareness and struggling readers from a qualitative perspective. Much
of the research used LQ to quantitatively explore variables that measured students' ability to read
multisyllabic words towards reading comprehension, spelling, and writing. While the data
provide insight into students’ abilities, little was known about the strategies that educators use to
support students, specifically struggling readers. There was little to no peer-reviewed research
that used LQH qualitatively. Further, this study contributed to the body of knowledge related to
self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977). While many qualitative studies were conducted that focus on
teacher self-efficacy and reading/literacy instruction, none focused explicitly on upper
elementary level educators' self-efficacy with using morphological awareness as an instructional
focus for supporting struggling readers.
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Empirical Significance
This research study contributed to the empirical knowledge base in the area of
morphological awareness and struggling readers. The research literature is growing regarding
morphological awareness. However, there were still areas concerning morphology that warrant
further exploration. One significant finding in the growing body of research was the need to
explore the depth of teachers’ knowledge about morphology (Brimo & Henbest, 2020; Meaux et
al., 2020; Moxam, 2020). Another area that benefitted from this study was the body of literature
focusing on struggling readers in upper elementary grades and beyond. As noted by researchers
and scholars, there were few studies that focus on older struggling readers (Bhattacharya, 2020;
McMahan et al., 2019; Washburn & Mulcahy, 2020). Further, this study was empirically
significant because most research studies regarding struggling upper elementary school readers
were quantitatively focused. However, this study used a qualitative lens to explore the topic at
greater lengths. Gay et al. (2009) noted that qualitative research “is the collection, analysis, and
interpretation of comprehensive narrative and visual (i.e., nonnumerical) data to gain insights
into a particular phenomenon of interest” (p. 7).
Practical Significance
The results from this study have a practical significance for educators, instructional
coaches, administrators, speech and language pathologists, curriculum developers, and district
leaders. For all stakeholders, this study will begin the conversation around the need for
intentional plans, supports, and strategies around the knowledge needed to engage struggling
learners consistently and effectively in morphological awareness instruction. At the school level,
this study will begin conversations around professional learning communities that support
teachers’ understanding and implementation of morphological strategies that support struggling
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readers (Benedict et al., 2021; Wijekumar et al., 2019). Along those lines, often missed are those
support staff such as speech and language pathologists. This study intended to spark healthy
conversations around how to leverage the expertise of these language professionals to support
classroom instruction (Bahr et al., 2020) Furthermore, this study will allow curriculum
developers and district leaders to investigate current research and its implications on learning in
the school district. Through these investigations, district leaders will begin to develop
professional development plans that support teacher practice around reading instruction
(Brownell et al., 2017; Pittman et al., 2018). These plans will hopefully include ways of tracking
teacher effectiveness through implementation (Goldfeld et al., 2020; Hudson et al., 2021;
McKenna & Parenti, 2017). For curriculum developers specifically, this study will aid in
decision-making about teacher resources that best aid in instruction around morphology
(Beerwinkle et al., 2018). Finally, this study will spark an interest in educators to conduct action
research that provides practical implications for morphological awareness instruction’s impact on
struggling readers.
Research Questions
Phenomenological study research questions result from the need to understand the social
and individualized significance of the topic under study (Moustakas, 1994). Specifically, the
questions should solicit opportunities to capture the complete reality and message behind an
individual's experience. Additionally, the questions should reveal qualitative elements of human
practices and experiences in comparison to quantitative aspects (Moustakas, 1994). Through this
study, these questions will guide the data collection process in a way that uncovers the
participants’ experiences with struggling readers and the use of morphological awareness
instruction as a support.
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Central Research Question
How do upper elementary school educators describe their experiences with
morphological awareness instruction to support struggling readers?
The design of the central question stands on the premise of Moustakas (1994) that the
research question must unveil the totality of the core meanings behind human experiences. This
overarching question provides a broad sense of the theme regarding upper elementary grade
educators and their experiences using morphological awareness to support struggling readers.
This question also underscores the importance of an educator’s self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977)
towards their ability to support struggling readers with specific morphological strategies. As a
viable method for decomposing multisyllabic words into smaller meaningful parts, morpheme
level decoding has been deemed significantly more effective than dividing words by phonemes
(Bhattacharya, 2020).
Sub-Question One
What are the experiences of upper elementary school educators who utilize
morphological awareness strategies to help struggling readers understand phonology and
morpho-syntax?
Sub-question one was designed to capture data involving phonology and morpho-syntax,
the linguistic component of the lexical quality hypothesis (Perfetti, 2007) essential to decoding
and identifying words and how the words are positioned in a particular context, which supports
the meaning of the word. According to the LQH, one aspect of high lexical quality involves
students’ capacity to identify words through decoding the parts of words. Students with these
abilities can strengthen their reading ability. Data collected around this question is essential to
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understanding strategies teachers use, as identified through the linguistic component of LQH, to
support the skills needed for children to read words.
Sub-Question Two
What are the experiences of upper elementary school educators who utilize
morphological awareness strategies to improve spelling and orthographic forms with struggling
readers?
This second sub-question focuses on the literacy (orthographic/spelling) component of
the LQH. A redundant command of phonology along with “fully specified” spelling presentation
contributes to high lexical quality (Perfetti, 2002). Research suggests that morphology has a
significant impact on reading and spelling (Bar-Kochva & Hasselhorn, 2017; Bowers & Bowers,
2017; Manolitsis et al., 2019; Rastle, 2019). Therefore, this question allows me to search for
meaning regarding educators’ use of morphological awareness strategies that support struggling
readers with spelling protocols.
Sub-Question Three
What are the experiences of upper elementary school educators who utilize
morphological awareness strategies to improve core meaning and contexts of use with struggling
readers?
This question focuses on the meaning-bearing component of LQH necessary to support
reading comprehension. According to the lexical quality hypothesis (Perfetti, 2002, 2007, 2017),
students must possess the ability to identify words, both through understanding meaning and
form, to comprehend what they read. These components consist of the lexical form, the written
form, and the words' meaning in context (Goodwin et al., 2020). It is vital to understand what
teachers deem necessary when providing reading instruction that helps older students decode
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multisyllabic words. Further, this question is to gather data around the connections educators
make and help their students make around the use of morphological awareness to support
students with understanding the text they read. Students cannot achieve reading comprehension
success without being able to identify words and recover their meaning (Perfetti et al., 2005). For
example, students who understand particular prefix meanings can apply that skill to readings
with multisyllabic words. This magnifies students’ ability to understand words within context.
This question correlates to the teachers’ efficacy and knowledge about morphological awareness.
Sub-Question Four
What experiences do upper elementary school educators attribute to their ability to
support struggling readers?
This question guides the focus on Bandura’s (1977) self-efficacy theory. I endeavor to
understand what experiences enable educators to execute morphological instruction, specifically
designed for struggling readers, with confidence in their ability to do so. Newton (2018)
suggested that when educators develop their own knowledge base around the morphological
structures of terminology, they are better equipped to support students’ involvement with
academic vocabulary. The idea of teacher knowledge suggests that educators are more confident
with delivering instruction when they understand the concepts. Based on the recommendations of
researchers, it is crucial to understand what teachers know and understand about reading support,
as this can significantly impact students’ capacity to develop reading skills (Castle et al., 2018;
Rastle, 2019; Spear-Swerling & Zibulsky, 2014).
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Definitions
1. Lexical Quality – the degree to which the learner’s understanding of a word depicts the
word’s structure and meaning components and the understanding of the word use
integrates the meaning and reasonable attributes (Perfetti, 2007).
2. Lexicon – the reader’s mental representation of word forms and word meanings (Perfetti,
1999).
3. Morpheme – the smallest meaningful unit in a word (Lane et al., 2019).
4. Morphological Analysis – a process in which multisyllabic words are broken down into
small morpheme parts (Washburn & Mulcahy, 2019).
5. Morphological Awareness – the ability to reflect on and manipulate morphemes in
spoken language (Carlisle, 2000; Nagy et al., 2014).
6. Morphological Knowledge – the explicit and implicit awareness of morphemes (Goodwin
et al., 2020; Park et al., 2020).
7. Morphology – the study of word formation where the root and affix are considered
meaningful components (Lane et al., 2019; Meaux et al., 2020).
8. Morpho-Syntax – grammar (Bedore et al., 2020).
9. Phonological Awareness – the capacity to recognize and influence sounds in words (Park
et al., 2020).
10. Orthography – the writing (or spelling) system of a language (Perfetti, 1999).
11. Self-efficacy - the belief in one’s own ability to sufficiently perform an action necessary
to generate desired effects (Bandura, 1977).
12. Syntax – how sentences are structured (Carnie, 2021).
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Summary
Upper elementary grade level students are struggling to read. Based on the research
presented and the data published by the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES)
regarding 4th-grade reading scores, the problem persists concerning students who are not reading
at proficient levels. Although there may be many factors that contribute to why students struggle
to read in upper grades and beyond, it is commonly understood that students will encounter
increasingly difficult texts as they matriculate into higher grade levels. The words become more
complex and require sophisticated ways to decode polysyllabic words. This continues to raise
concerns about the effectiveness of reading strategies being implemented in America’s
classrooms (Kent et al., 2017). Morphological awareness appears to be the necessary skill that
bridges the gap in reading instruction between primary and upper elementary grades. Therefore,
the purpose of this transcendental phenomenological study was to describe upper elementary
grade teachers’ lived experiences about the use of morphological awareness to support struggling
readers.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
Overview
The purpose of Chapter Two was to engage in a systematic review of the literature
(Noble & Smith, 2018) to understand morphological awareness and what the broad research base
has discovered. An overview of the theoretical frameworks, lexical quality hypothesis [LQH]
(Perfetti, 2007) and self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977), was explored. This chapter provides an
overview of phonology and morphology to establish the increased rigor involved in reading.
Major reading ideologies are investigated to understand scholars’ views on how children learn to
read. The next portion of the chapter synthesizes the literature regarding special populations of
students, including struggling students, and the phenomenon. Subsequently, this literature review
will integrate how teachers support adolescent struggling readers using morphological
development. Finally, this chapter addresses the emergence of limited research concerning
teacher knowledge and morphology.
Theoretical Framework
A theoretical framework indicates universal assertions established on essential constructs
that can be detailed into verifiable assumptions (Perfetti, 2017). The recent morphological
studies reviewed for this research produced a reoccurring theoretical framework that influenced
the examination of morphology and its implications on reading instruction and comprehension.
This theoretical framework is the lexical quality hypothesis (Perfetti, 2007). Perfetti (2017) noted
in his revisit of the lexical quality hypothesis that "lexical quality is a theoretical framework
rather than a theory"; therefore, it will be used to guide this study (p. 53). Equally, there is
minimal evidence that the lexical quality hypothesis has been used in qualitative research.
Consequently, this research will also use self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977) as a theoretical guide for
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understanding the experiences of educators. Self-efficacy provides a lens for how educators view
their work with regards to morphological awareness strategies and adolescent struggling readers.
The following provides further insight into the theoretical frameworks of this study.
Lexical Quality Hypothesis (LQH)
The conception of the lexical quality hypothesis (Perfetti, 2002) began through Perfetti's
journey of studying the nuances of understanding complex texts through what he called the
verbal efficiency theory. Based on the verbal efficiency theory, the reader must do the "text
work" of systematically managing words which is the lower-level reading process, and then the
higher-level processing, which consists of sentence and text reading to comprehend texts
effectively (Dyke & Shankweiler, 2013). Through verbal efficiency theory, emphasis is on a
reader’s ability to perform a series of actions that leads to quickly and mechanically processing
words in such a way that processing agencies can be used for comprehension (Perfetti, 2002).
Further, the premise supposes that the rudimentary indicator for alphabetic reading ability
concerns one's capacity to decrypt pseudowords (Perfetti, 2007). According to the theory,
efficiency in reading breeds effectiveness in word identification. While it is essential for readers
to read words, that alone is not enough to support reading comprehension efficiently. The prompt
recovery of the articulation and meaning of a word is a restricting element of the verbal
efficiency theory (Perfetti, 2007). According to Perfetti and Hart (2002), the verbal efficiency
theory was a viable explanation for supporting word processes that resulted in comprehension;
however, the researchers noted that it was "correct but incomplete" (p. 190), thereby the
emergence of the lexical quality hypothesis.
The lexical quality hypothesis (LQH) concerns the underlying principle that “in any
modality, efficiency is the rapid retrieval, from inactive memory, of codes that are part of a
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stored linguistic symbol. And to the extent retrieval is effortful and the retrieval codes low in
quality, the processing is inefficient” (Perfetti, 1985, p. 118). There were three original
constituents of the lexical quality hypothesis: phonology, orthography, and meaning. According
to Perfetti and Hart (2001), high lexical quality was evident when a reader was able to retrieve,
from memory, the linguistic form words (phonology) along with the literacy form (spelling) and
the meaning (semantics). The level of a reader’s capacity is dependent upon the extensive
vocabulary and the ability of the reader to decode words efficiently; this leads to high lexical
quality. Moreover, lexical quality (LQ) denotes the scope of a reader’s understanding of
vocabulary that produces the form and meaning-bearing parts of a word; the context for which
the word is used incorporates the interpretation with practical characteristics (Perfetti, 2007).
Perfetti and Hart (2002) noted:
The lexical quality hypothesis quantifies the basic idea that reading skills consist of
coherent and reliable representations of constituents; reliable in that they survive threats
to their stability and coherent in that their constituents are inter-related to the point of
functional redundancy. (p. 201)
For example, homophones—words that sound the same but are spelled differently and/or have
different meanings—can have a significant impact on the lexical quality because of the lack of
one-to-one alignment with one or more form and semantic parts (Perfetti & Hart, 2001, 2002).
Based on the LQH, proficient readers’ established vocabulary holds higher standards of
representation than inexperienced readers (Perfetti & Hart, 2002). While understanding text is an
essential skill beyond vocabulary knowledge, a stable vocabulary portrayal process allows for a
bridge that builds the text representation (Elleman et al., 2017; Perfetti & Hart, 2002).
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While phonology, spelling, and meaning are important constituents for producing high
level quality decoding, these alone are insufficient for grammatical information. As Perfetti
(2017) revisited the lexical quality hypothesis, he discovered that the missing syntactical data
was linked to morphology. In a revised lexical quality hypothesis, morphological emphasis was
added to meaning; however, morphology and grammar were still neglected. As a result, morphosyntax was added to the linguistic form along with phonology. Phonology in and of itself did not
provide a comprehensive linguistic scope. By adding morpho-syntax to the linguistic form, it
widened the scope of the linguistic form of the LQH and permits more clarity about conceptual
meaning regarding semantics (Perfetti, 2017). Using the “binding agent” as a reference for
morphology is one aspect that is significant to the correlation between orthography, phonology,
and semantics (Andrews et al., 2020; Park et al., 2020; Perfetti, 2017). This framework steers
suppositions about reading involving form (e.g., grammatical constructs) and meaning
knowledge of texts while reading (Perfetti, 2017). The critical assertion about the LQ framework
is that "readers identify words rather than merely recognizing them" (Perfetti, 2017, p. 53). When
readers can identify words, they exercise their ability to recover information from memory
involving the form and meaning of words (Park et al., 2020; Perfetti, 2017). According to
Perfetti (2007), quality is the ability to mentally depict a word's structure and meaning precisely
and flexibly. More specifically, "High lexical quality includes well-specified and partly
redundant representations of the form (orthography and phonology) and flexible representations
of meaning, allowing for rapid and reliable word retrieval. Low-quality representations lead to
specific word problems in comprehension" (Perfetti, 2007, p. 357). The lexical quality
hypothesis promotes efficiency, not in speed, but rather through the capacity to fetch the
identities of words that yield connotations for readers within a specified context (Perfetti, 2007).
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The LQH permeated through the literature regarding the use of morphological awareness
to support reading comprehension. Perfetti (2007) writes that reading comprehension is not
dependent on efficient word calling alone but rather successful word reading that results in
understanding the constituents of words towards meaning. Researchers suggest that when
students process morphological knowledge, there is a superb linguistic quality exhibited by solid
connections between "orthographic, phonological, and meaning representation of words and
morphemes" (Nagy et al., 2013, p. 10). This implication denotes the understanding that a reader's
capacity to make connections using the smallest units of words to make meaning, using the LQH
constituents, yield high-quality word identification that results in reading comprehension.
Morphological instruction is not just for learning morphemes but also to explicitly support
increased understanding regarding the oral and written characteristics at a sublexical level that
impacts literacy competence at the lexical and comprehension levels (Bowers et al., 2010;
Gottardo et al., 2018). Lexical quality is an essential component for students to understand by
identifying the whole connotation of words and not just recognition. Readers who struggle to
understand the meaning of vocabulary struggle to understand the syntactical implications of
words. Struggling readers with low-quality lexical representations have difficulty incorporating
knowledge of words into context (Elleman et al., 2017).
Application of the Lexical Quality Hypothesis to Proposed Study
The Lexical Quality Hypothesis played a significant role in this research study as it
supported the connections older students must make towards identifying words. While there are
other frameworks used in other research, LQH “describes more in detail the relationship between
word representations stored in the mental lexicon and reading comprehension” (Swart et al.,
2017, p. 491). This study added another layer to this framework from the vantage point of
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educators' knowledge and experiences with what works in the classroom. For educators who
have been in the field for a long time, there are "tried and true" experiences and strategies that
work towards helping struggling readers in upper grades. Although we assume that veteran
educators are knowledgeable about the key components to aid students with reading, I sought to
examine what experiences are fueled by the aspects of the LQ framework.
The elements of word identification, as noted in the LQH, extend students' ability to read
multisyllabic words past phonological levels of reading by applying morpho-syntax,
orthographic, and semantic forms. The LQH shaped this study by beginning to bridge the
phonological/morphological gap where educators can start thinking about how to scaffold
learning for struggling upper elementary readers through the use of morphological awareness
instruction. By bridging this gap, I endeavored to capture a greater understanding of how
educators can make connections between phonology and morphology rather than teaching the
concepts in isolation. The constituents—linguistic form, literacy form, and sematic form—of
LQH were used to drive the research sub-questions. Further, interview questions were designed
based on the sub-questions to collect data from educators on the phenomenon, morphological
awareness. The tenets of LQH were used to determine the themes that emerged regarding
teachers’ experiences with the phenomenon. Specifically, I wanted to know if the use of the
LQH constituents supported students’ ability to decode multisyllabic words and meaning of
texts. A limitation of the LQH was that it had not been used as a guide in qualitative research
regarding morphological awareness and struggling readers. Therefore, self-efficacy was used in
conjunction with LQH to capture human experiences as dictated by the principles of
phenomenology.
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Self-Efficacy
Self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977, 2005), a construct of social cognitive theory (SCT), asserts
that an individual’s view of their ability determines their motivation to perform the actions
necessary to create favorable results. Bandura (1977) argued that a person’s judgment about their
ability to execute a task successfully can profoundly affect whether they will engage in a
particular activity. For example, a teacher who is unclear on what morphological awareness is or
how to teach the concept may shy away from planning instruction that focuses on it. This
uncertainty would perpetuate knowledge gaps and potentially contribute to the low performance
of students. Self-efficacy then concerns not the internal or intrinsic motivation, such as selfesteem, nor does it rely on external factors but is a judgment of a person’s ability to execute and
expect outcomes (Bandura, 2005). When one considers judgment, particularly related to selfefficacy, it denotes how much time, energy, and effort a person is willing to exert, even with the
possibilities of adversity, to keep persevering until the task or activity is finished (Bandura,
1982). Consequently, the judgment of whether to engage in activities will also be the motivating
factor that allows for subsistence once the task launches (Bandura, 1977).
According to Bandura (1982), self-efficacy is influenced by four elements—enactive
attainments (mastery experiences), vicarious experiences, verbal persuasion, and physiological
states (emotional arousal). Mastering experiences, the most powerful aspect of self-efficacy,
concerns genuine proficiency produced by the circumstances one embarks upon (Bandura, 1977,
1982; Wang et al., 2017). As a means of building self-efficacy, mastering experiences enables
educators to successfully implement instructional strategies (West & Rangel, 2020). Mastering
experiences is evident through a teacher’s confidence in their content knowledge and
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pedagogical skills to affect student learning (Ciampa & Gallagher, 2017; Sharp et al., 2016; West
& Rangel, 2020).
Tschannen-Moran and Hoy (2007) surmised that experienced educators rely more on
those past experiences. Researchers discovered that past successes regarding educator experience
intensified the level of self-efficacy towards mastery of experiences (Tschannen-Moran & Hoy,
2007; Wang et al., 2017). For example, teachers who engage in reading instruction and
experience student growth and achievement will most likely continue those strategies.
Conversely, researchers suggest that the lack of achievement for particular students impacts the
level of engagement and effort teachers are willing to put into planning and instruction, and they
‘throw in the towel’ when difficulty arises, even when they know strategies that can support
students (Tschannen-Moran & Hoy, 2007).
The self-efficacy element of vicarious experiences also dictates positive self-efficacy as it
is driven by modeling from others. According to Bandura et al. (1980), the confidence of
persons’ ability to master experiences heightens when they view the successful accomplishment
of others engaged in similar activities. This is true of novice teachers. Studies suggest that novice
teachers have few mastery experiences; however, they build self-efficacy through vicarious
experiences such as modeling from other teachers, videos, and student teaching experiences to
name a few (Clark & Andreasen, 2020; Tshannen-Moran et al., 2018). Once they apply the skills
they have seen modeled, they can see more results towards mastery. The findings in several
research studies point to intentional and focused educational coursework and professional
development in reading education as a factor in building educators’ self-efficacy (Ciampa &
Gallegher, 2017; Minicozzi & Dardzinski, 2020; Washburn & Mulcahy, 2020).
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The third component of self-efficacy, verbal persuasion, concerns the ability to convince
persons of their abilities to complete a task successfully. Verbal persuasion posits feedback as a
conduit that impacts one’s thinking about their ability based on spoken expectations (Bandura,
1977). This type of expectation manifests in praise, criticism, and collaborative conversations
amongst colleagues, for example. As students need affirmations to produce their best work, so do
teachers. Most often, providing meaningful feedback solicits positive results in teacher practice.
Bandura (1986) noted that the power of verbal persuasion rests on the integrity, reliability, and
competence of the persuader. The uptick of instructional coaching helped to shape efficacy.
When educators have mentors who support them in their instructional practice, this alleviates
anxiety and increases their capacity to build their confidence in their ability to teach struggling
readers. Research evidence showed that literacy coaching at the secondary level contributed to
increased teacher self-efficacy around literacy, both individually and collectively (Cantrell &
Hughes, 2008).
The final constituent of self-efficacy is physiological state or emotional arousal. The
determination of self-efficacy related to emotional arousal maintains that a person uses emotional
cues—cues that evoke negative, detrimental, or intense emotions—to determine their efficacy
with a given task (Schunk & DiBenedetto, 2016). Emotional, and even physiological, arousal
that can profoundly impact an individual’s ability to embark upon an assignment. Emotions like
fear and anxiety can be detrimental to one’s view of their ability to trust that they have what it
takes to be good at what they do. This could potentially be the case for teachers who have older
students who struggle with reading. For example, if an older upper elementary level reader does
not read at grade-level, this could cause anxiety for an educator because of the immediate lack of
appropriate reading strategies. According to Bandura (1986) and Tschannen-Moran et al. (1998),
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intense arousal results in weakened performance, whereas low arousal produces more successful
outcomes. Observing teachers who are unsure of what they are doing causes anxiety, leading to
“freezing up” or skipping instructional strategies and/or concepts altogether. For this reason,
Wang et al. (2017) found in their research that having a mentor who can assist them when stress
overwhelms them in an otherwise encouraging environment supports them with acknowledging
their emotional arousal in a way that aids them in developing optimal teacher efficacy. For this
reason, self-efficacy is beneficial for investigation through this study.
Application of Self-Efficacy to Proposed Study
Self-efficacy provided an effective lens for viewing teachers’ experiences with the
phenomenon, morphological awareness. While there have been many studies on teacher efficacy
and literacy, few studies have used teacher self-efficacy as a lens for morphological awareness
and struggling readers. The researcher sought to describe teachers’ perceived effectiveness with
using this instructional strategy towards helping students with decoding and reading
comprehension. The key constituents of self-efficacy—mastery experiences, vicarious
experiences, verbal persuasion, and emotional arousal—were included in aspects of data
collection such as interviews and participant prompts. The data analysis themes included the selfefficacy elements towards understanding the meaning of educators’ experiences.
LQH and self-efficacy provided an adequate lens for this study as teachers’ experiences
were explored around morphological awareness. The lexical quality hypothesis was highlighted
throughout the literature in various ways. Equally, self-efficacy provided context for why and
how educators approach reading instruction using morphology. To this end, the related literature
presented next supported the tenets of LQH and self-efficacy towards understanding how upper
elementary grade teachers support students using morphological awareness.
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Related Literature
Students who struggle with reading in the upper elementary grades and beyond lack key
skills for decoding increasingly complex, multisyllabic words. Children in upper grades who are
in the phase of reading to learn (Chall, 1983) must have the decoding skills necessary to
understand words in context to allow for reading comprehension (Lervag et al., 2018). Therefore,
upper grade students are not only reading to learn but still learning to read well past the primary
grades of elementary school because "if only phonics is taught, many struggling readers may be
unable to read beyond a second-grade level" (Henry, 2019, p. 26). While there are numerous
research reports around phonological awareness and phonics, morphological awareness is
becoming a key topic of research (Henry, 2019). Beneficial results have been revealed on the
impact of morphological awareness on "sight word reading" and word attack skills (Wolter &
Collins, 2017). Because morphology deals with units and parts of words, students' ability to
identify a reasonable number of Greek roots (or compounding forms), will support their ability to
read and spell numerous words (Birsh, 2011).
English language is morphophonemic at its core (Gray et al., 2018; Rastle, 2019;
Venezky, 1999), therefore, phonics instruction alone does not provide strategies that fully
support complex reading in upper elementary grades. Reading instruction requires a wellrounded linguistic approach to decoding complex words. Identifying the deficiency in decoding
ability may stem from the lack of bridging the gap between phonology and morphology skills.
Morphological awareness’s function in developing reading skills surpasses phonological
awareness (Deacon & Kirby, 2004; Nagy et al., 2006), hence, literacy instruction should focus
on how spelling representation interconnects morphology, etymology, and phonology rather than
just spelling to phonology mappings (Bowers & Bowers, 2017; Hannahs & Bosch, 2018).
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Phonology
Phonology concerns the organizational protocol whereby sound units are sequenced,
consolidated, and vocalized to develop words (Moats & Tolman, 2019). More specifically,
phonological awareness is the capacity to recognize and influence sounds in words (Henbest &
Apel, 2017; Park et al., 2020). Known as the best predictor of literacy outcomes (Henbest &
Apel, 2017), phonological awareness is key to decoding simple monosyllabic words.
Phonological awareness is taught through fundamental readiness instruction. Another
preliminary reading skill is phonics which involves instruction that focuses on teaching children
the relationship between letters [graphemes] and sounds [phonemes] (Reading Rockets, 2022).
Phonics continues to be instrumental in reading development for younger students. New readers
engage in phonological decoding, which involves a new reader’s capacity to examine and
vigorously “sound out” strings of letters to form words (Nation, 2017). According to the NRP
report (2000), it is supposed that teaching phonics that focuses on letter-sound correspondence
will produce significant spelling and reading comprehension results in emerging readers. Even
with students with disabilities, phonics instruction was shown to help with reading
comprehension. However, it is insufficient to carry the linguistic form of the LQH by itself,
mainly related to complex word identification.
Essentially, the primary focus on phonological awareness and phonics in primary grades
(kindergarten through second) is to target monosyllabic words (Rastle, 2019). While phonics
impacts all elementary grade level students, the National Reading Panel research noted that
phonics instruction had a more significant impact on younger students than older students (NRP,
2000). The National Reading Panel comprised of a diverse cadre of professionals called by the
National Institute of Child Health and Human Development, along with the U.S. Secretary of
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Education, to create a report around ready-made strategies that could be implemented in
America’s classrooms (NRP, 2000). Furthermore, phonics instruction did not significantly
impact reading comprehension in older students. Researchers discovered that phonics instruction
helps poor readers improve their word reading skills; however, phonics instruction alone cannot
support the automaticity of word identification and reading comprehension (National Reading
Panel, 2000; Rastle, 2019). Researchers further postulate that:
As readers move up in the grades, remembering the spellings of words is less a matter of
applying letter-sound correspondences and more an issue of knowing more advanced
spelling patterns and morphologically based regularities not typically addressed in
phonics instruction. (National Reading Panel, 2000, p. 116)
This alphabetic approach to reading leaves students lacking the necessary capacity to translate
phonological knowledge into polysyllabic words. For this reason, morphological awareness has
gained the attention of researchers as an essential component that supports reading achievement
(Castle et al., 2018; Henry 2019; Meaux et al., 2020). Research reveals that fifth-grade students
with relevant phonological skills still possessed a specific problem with morphological
awareness, which contributed to unpredictably poor comprehension (Deacon et al., 2011).
Morphological awareness yields higher lexical quality opportunities that result in reading
comprehension and promotes strong orthographical and writing skills. Deficiencies in students’
command of language become recognizable through their spelling. Based on the assumptions of
the LQH, “spelling knowledge enables word identification, and thus influences reading
comprehension” (Perfetti, 2017, p. 58).
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Morphology
Most research focuses on the phonological aspects of decoding words while forsaking the
underlying structure of words’ morphemic features (Verhoeven & Perfetti, 2011). Spelling
requires metalinguistic awareness to spell increasingly complex words. Morphology is the link
that brings phonology and orthography together. Nation (2017) posited that as readers develop
their phonological skills, their orthographic processing matures. Furthermore, readers become
more aware of morphological intricacies and regularities that maximize the relationship between
morphological form and its spelling.
Morphology allows the ability to spell polysyllabic words where readers develop the
ability to dissect words into manageable chunks or syllables. The significant contrast between
morphology and phonology is that phonology deals with the basic elements of simple lettersound coordination. The understanding of basic letter-sound awareness aids in the fluency and
spelling development of Greek preschoolers according to research conducted by Diamanti et al.
(2017). However, this does not significantly impact word, accuracy, and reading comprehension
outside of morphological awareness. This study is contrary to the NRP report mentioned
previously.
Gray et al. (2018) noted that there is a significantly high connection between
phonological decoding and morphological awareness. Bahr et al. (2020) discovered—in a
longitudinal study of third, fourth, and fifth graders—that there is a strong connection between
phonology, orthography, and morphology related to spelling words containing derivational
suffixes. Consistently, Kirby and Bowers (2017) posited that high lexical quality is established
when the binding agent of morphology interconnects meaning, phonology, and orthography.
Most times, students attempt to read complex words using phonological strategies. Researchers
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determined in a study of 8-12-year-olds that poor spellers “over-relied on phonological strategies
to spell, at the expense of using other linguistic strategies” (Daffern & Mackenzie, 2020, p. 107).
In the research study by Daffern and Mackenzie (2020), the evidence collected signaled that the
students were having difficulty and reverted to using phonological strategies because teachers
lacked confidence in their own ability to spell and teach spelling. This lack of teacher ability
resulted in their recommendation to students to use the “sounding out” approach, synonymous
with phonological strategies.
Morphological Awareness 101
Morphological awareness is the ability to reflect on and manipulate morphemes in spoken
language (Carlisle, 2000; Nagy et al., 2014; Meaux et al., 2020). Further understood,
morphological awareness concerns students' ability to parse the word's parts (i.e., morphological
analysis). This aids in the learner's capacity to use the information to decode and understand
polysyllabic word meaning. When applying morphological awareness to multisyllabic words,
students must have a concept of free morphemes (base words) and bound morphemes (e.g., roots
and affixes such as prefixes or suffixes).
Base words are considered free morphemes because they stand alone as words with
meaning (Moats & Tolman, 2019) or can be combined with other words to create compound
words. Bound morphemes take two forms, roots, and affixes. Roots, derived from a Latin
foundation, are bound morphemes that cannot stand alone but create interrelated meaning
through word families (Henry, 2019; Moats & Tolman, 2019). Affixes, or prefixes and suffixes,
are also meaning bearing bound morphemes attached to base words and roots. However, they
cannot stand on their own as words. Prefixes are morphemes that are placed at the beginning of
words, and suffixes are placed on the ends of roots and base words (Meaux et al., 2020). A
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deeper understanding of affixes further reveals the meaning-making connotation of affixes,
inflectional and derivational morphemes. Inflectional morphemes are those suffixes that have
grammatical implications on words (i.e., changes the tenses of verbs or denotes quantity when
added to nouns) (Apel, 2017; Brimo & Henbest, 2020). Derivational morphemes are comprised
of prefixes and/or suffixes and have syntactical ramifications on meaning when applied to roots
and base words (Apel, 2017; Meaux et al., 2020). This basic overview establishes an essential
foundation for understanding the importance of morphological awareness to aspects of literacy.
This understanding promotes the impact of morphological awareness on reading comprehension.
How Students Develop Literacy Skills
Literacy development is the method of learning to read, write, speak and listen in a
particular language (Chen & Mora-Flores, 2006; Cooper & Kiger, 2008; Holdaway, 1979;
Soderman et al., 1999). Domains of literacy include phonemic awareness, phonics,
comprehension, writing, vocabulary, and fluency (Armbruster et al., 2001; Chen & Mora-Flores,
2006; National Reading Panel, 2000). Through the domains of literacy, readers must learn the
nuances of language to support reading development. The components of language include
phonology, orthography, syntax, semantics, morphology, pragmatics. Students can “read” when
they can apply, with automaticity, components of language. For this reason, scaffolding learning
through stages is essential to students’ ability to read text. Reading is significantly more
multiplexed and comprehensive than the phonics and whole language debate (Alexander, 2020).
This perhaps contributes to the wealth of reading research that exists.
Many models have furthered reading research regarding literacy development and how
children read. However, this research study highlighted the following theories that have shaped
literacy instruction within the past 45 years: emergent literacy theory (Marie Clay, 1966), whole
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language (Goodman, 1967), balanced literacy (1996), and the science of reading—systematic
phonics instruction.
Emergent Literacy Theory
Preeminence in reading development concerns the idea of emergent literacy. Emergent
literacy, coined by Marie Clay (1966), became the benchmark for understanding early literacy
behaviors and development in young children. According to the emergent literacy theory,
children begin to develop literacy skills early in childhood—as early as infancy (Fellowes &
Oakley, 2010; Reutzel & Cooter, 2008; Whitehurst & Lonigan, 2002). These skills include
inventive ways for which students engage in reading and writing activities before being formally
introduced to the rules and protocols of print (Clay, 1966, 2001; Steinberg & Meyer, 1995;
Weitzman & Greenberg, 2010), at which point they exhibit signs of reading readiness. The key
foci of emergent literary are language development, reading, and writing (National Literacy
Panel, 2010). Some examples of emergent literacy behaviors include turning books’ pages,
pretending to read, and scribbling with crayons. Prereading behaviors are perpetuated based on
environmental factors. For example, when students are exposed to language and literacy early in
their childhood, through home literacy and early childhood environments, this is an early
predictor of their reading and academic success (Carroll et al., 2019; Fikrat-Wevers, van
Steensel, & Arends, 2021; Meng, 2021). As children become reading and school ready, the skill
of a competent adult is essential.
Drawing from Vygotsky's sociocultural learning theory with the zone of proximal
development at its core, Marie Clay (1991) determined that a skillful educator understands the
zone of proximal development (ZPD) regarding the optimal moment for learning. This
understanding plays a significant role in children's ability to develop reading and writing skills.
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The zone of proximal development denotes the point at which students require the support and
scaffolding of a competent adult to learn concepts otherwise too difficult to master independently
(Reutzel & Cooter, 2008; Vygotsky, 1978).
Scholars examined one paradigm for emergent literacy, which concerns the outside-in and
inside-out model (Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998). The outside-in domain of the emerging literacy
model connotes a reader’s conceptual knowledge regarding his/her ability to comprehension
about what they are reading or writing. Based on the word, the outside-in domain follows a
continuum that suggests that readers should be able to process the meaning of language and
apply that meaning in context. For example, if a reader comes across the word "run," the reader
would need to understand the word's various meanings and how it would apply in the context of
a sentence like "The car will run until it is out of gas." On the flip side, the inside-out component
of the emergent literacy model provides a more basic and procedural knowledge of which
fluency determination is based on a reader’s ability to produce sound from print and language
from sounds (Rohde, 2015; Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998, 2002). The inside-out domain
encompasses the basics of decoding using phonics and phonological awareness skills. Emergent
literacy gives way to other philosophical ideas about reading development, such as whole
language.
Emergent literacy was significant to this study as it provided a basic understanding of the
skills students need as they move along the continuum of developing reading behaviors.
Specifically, emergent literacy provided a lens of the importance of phonics and phonological
awareness in younger grades; however, it was a starting point as upper elementary grade students
require the continuous rigor of language development to support reading multisyllabic words
towards reading comprehension.
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Whole Language
Whole language, like emergent literacy, appeals to the tenets of Vygotsky’s sociocultural
theory, where the zone of proximal development is paramount. Whole language concerns a
holistic orientation to language development and language use that places meaning-making at the
center of all receptive and expressive processes (Goodman, 2014; Jurich, 2019). Coined by
Goodman (1967), whole language posits the role of the knowledgeable adult as essential to
facilitating an environment conducive to supporting young readers. Educators work with readers
within their development path (Goodman, 2014). The educators’ ability to support students in
their natural course of development through knowledge of literacy development makes the
environment extremely critical as students learn from a literacy-rich environment. Scholars of
whole language learning posited that language is discovered in the natural environment if the use
is meaningful and purposeful (Bowers, 2020; Goodman, 2014). Utilizing the environment
invokes natural reading that prompts meaning rather than skill-based instruction that focuses on
fragments of words as categorized by phonics instruction.
While phonics instruction is provided to some degree in a whole language model, whole
language learning proponents rebuked the idea of breaking words into parts, noting that this
makes reading harder for young readers (Bowers, 2020; Routman 1996; Strauss, 2019). This
approach evoked the employment of a non-systematic approach to phonics. Goodman (2014)
suggested that “phonics programs tend to be unscientific even in their presentation of phonics
relationships” (p. 81). Shifting from skills-based learning, educators of whole language focus on
extracting meaning which results from reading words in context (Bowers, 2020; Routman, 1996;
Strauss, 2019). Whole language use of phonics instruction, or grapho-phonemics, is used to aid
students when identifying a particular miscue. For example, readers should monitor their reading
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to determine whether the word is correct in the context of the reading and self-correct, if
necessary, when the word does not fit in the context of the reading (Goodman, 2014).
On a fundamental level, the basis of whole language reading is on a reader’s ability to use
cues from texts to determine meaning. Scholars posited that readers’ ability to comprehend texts
requires readers to employ miscue analysis to determine the meaning of language (Jurich, 2019).
Called a three-cueing system, miscue analysis utilizes three methods for readers to determine
whether the words are accurate in context: semantic/meaning, structure/grapho-phonemic, and
syntactic/language cues. Miscue analysis is essential to whole language because the goal of
readers is to understand the text they read.
Whole language was significant to the topic of this research study as educators think
about the appropriate strategies for supporting older students with reading. For example, what is
applicable in teaching and learning to read, whole language vocabulary learning or
morphological awareness instruction that supports breaking down words into meaningful parts,
or both? Deciding how best to assist struggling upper elementary grade readers, balanced
literacy—the alternative face of whole language instruction as noted by scholars was explored
(Bowers, 2020; Moats, 2000; Pertrilli, 2020; Thomas, 2020).
Balanced Literacy
California, the birthplace of “balanced literacy,” responded to reading scores below the
national standard (California Department of Education, 1996). The balanced literacy approach is
a theoretical principle based on the idea that reading and writing success evolve because of
teacher instruction and a diverse environment that yields differentiation opportunities (Fountas &
Pinnell, 1996; Frey et al., 2005; Policastro, 2018). Scholars suggested that balanced literacy
combines systematic phonics and whole language (Bowers, 2020; Chai et al., 2020; Snow, 2020;
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Strauss, 2019). The balanced literacy approach includes reading and writing tasks that range
from teacher-directed to guided and independent (self-directed) literacy activities that infuse
critical literacy elements—phonics, phonemic awareness, vocabulary, comprehension, and
fluency. Fisher et al. (2019) claimed the following regarding balanced literacy:
Balanced literacy requires maintaining equilibrium across the language domains (reading,
writing, speaking, listening, and viewing), ensuring students have access to instruction in
foundational skills (phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency) and meaning making
(vocabulary and comprehension), and varying instructional delivery modes (direct,
dialogic, and independent). (p.3)
Guided by the construct of gradual release of responsibility, balanced literacy allows for
opportunities for teacher modeling of skills and strategies through direct instruction via read
alouds and guided/shared reading and writing experiences. Further, social interaction through
collaborative learning helps students practice skills towards reading independence. The
expectation is that readers will develop the skills necessary for application during self-directed
reading and writing assignments. Considering balanced literacy in the literature, the balanced
literacy approach appears to result in autonomous readers and writers.
Additionally, balanced literacy includes sight words recognition to facilitate reading. This
is a key element for which opponents connect balance literacy and whole language. Sight words
are, in most cases, irregular words readers learn through rote memorization to accelerate the
process for early reading of connected texts (Bowers, 2020; Snow, 2020). Scholars believed that
knowledge and automaticity of irregular sight words, or high-frequency words, will aid readers
in reading quickly thus assisting in reading comprehension (Bowen & Snow, 2017; Buckingham,
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2016; Ehri, 2020). Teachers use a variety of activities to support students learning sight words
such as flashcards or homework lists (Castle et al., 2018).
Balance literacy was significant to this study as the need to provide students at all grade
levels an appropriate balance of reading and writing is paramount to their success. Balanced
literacy may be a complimentary method of ensuring that all children receive the appropriate
levels of morphological awareness instruction that aids students during their reading and writing.
As previously noted, all students need a gradual release of responsibility towards becoming
independent readers and writers. Although balanced literacy has been used in classrooms across
America with stark criticism, what is deemed the “silver bullet” to solve reading issues across
America is the Science of Reading.
Science of Reading (SOR): Systematic Phonics Instruction
More recently, there has been a resurgence of reading debates around best practices for
teaching reading. The Science of Reading (SOR) research, for example, has sparked much debate
in favor of the use of explicit phonics reading instruction to help students read (Goldenberg,
2020; Petscher et al., 2020). The Science of Reading, a philosophy of systematic phonics
instruction, has caused researchers and practitioners to rethink how reading instruction is
delivered. Systematic phonics instruction concerns a scope and sequence of when to teach the
“appropriate” letter-sound correspondence rather than allowing students to “discover” words as
whole language instruction suggests (Bowers, 2020; Castle et al., 2018; Ehri, 2020). There are
many approaches to teaching systematic phonics, one being synthetic systematic phonics as
mandated in the United Kingdom (Strauss, 2019). Researchers insinuate that synthetic phonics
instruction includes teaching grapheme-phoneme correspondence in addition to blending during
the early years of learning to read (Castle et al., 2018; Ehri, 2020; NRP, 2000). Synthetic phonics
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instruction is in clear contrast to analytic phonics, which is congruent with whole language
methods of teaching students how to read. Analytic phonics starts with identifying whole words,
and then words are broken into meaning parts (Castle et al., 2018; Dessemontet et al., 2019).
Analogy phonics instruction concerns the ability for readers to use known words to
determine unknown words (Dessemontet et al., 2019; Ehri, 2020). Analogy phonics use onsets
and rimes to help readers determine words. For example, if a child knows the rime “at,” he can
change the onset (or beginning letter (s) to make different words (e.g., -at, c-at, b-at). Another
method of teaching systematic phonics is through analogies. There are different approaches to
systematic phonics instruction; however, proponents present other benefits.
While the Science of Reading has been restricted to intensive phonics instruction to
perpetuate the “reading wars,” it is more than that, according to researchers. Alexander (2020)
noted that the Science of Reading gives rise to “a vast interdisciplinary story of critical
information about reading-related skills, processes, antecedents, and outcomes, representing
linguistic, cognitive, social, cultural, neurological, and psychological dimensions” (p. S90).
Another researcher noted that systematic phonics instruction offers advantages to multilettered
word decoding in the consolidated alphabetic stage (Ehri, 2020). The consolidated alphabetic
stage of reading development consists of a reader’s ability to use his knowledge of onset-rime,
syllables, and morphemes to decode unfamiliar multisyllabic words, store them in memory for
future reading and spelling (Ehri, 2020; Moats & Tolman, 2019). Although most phonics
instruction for teaching reading places emphasis on early reading, the consolidated alphabetic
stage extends phonics into upper elementary grades. This information was critical for this study
as the purpose was to determine the benefit of morphological awareness instruction to upper
elementary struggling readers.
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While the Science of Reading advocates propagates the need for phonics instruction, in
many circles, there is no “cookie-cutter” method for teaching a “Science of Reading.”
Strauss (2019) touted the significance of systematic phonics instruction:
The fact that there are so many exceptions suggests that there might be something wrong
with the alphabetic principle... linguists have long known that the letters in words
represent more than sounds. Rather, the English spelling system is designed to represent
both the sounds (phonemes) and the meaning (morphology) of words. (p. 2)
The sophistication of the English spelling system is significant for understanding why several
scholars refute that the Science of Reading, in the form of systematic phonics instruction, is the
magic bullet for teaching students to read (Bowers & Bowers, 2018; Camilli et al., 2006).
Seminal works noted that it is inadequate to assume that the English alphabetic system is
phonetic or morphologic (Chomsky, 1970; Venezky, 1967). It is impossible to consider one
without the other. For example, Venezky (1967) uses the word hothouse where the “t” and the
“h” are considered. If solely relying on phonetics, it would suggest that the letter-sound
correspondence would produce individual sounds, which is correct. However, the argument
concerns the “th” together that makes an altogether different sound. For this reason, Venezky
views morphology as necessary. Bowers and Bowers (2018) posited that one should question
teaching approaches that disregard the idea that the English language ranks morphemes above
phonemes as this is not the alphabetic principle.
This overview of the SOR was significant to this study because it, along with the others,
provided a foundational view of reading behaviors and skills. However, it becomes incomplete in
light of what upper elementary grade level students need in terms of appropriate skills to read
polysyllabic words and understand the meaning of these words towards reading comprehension.
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Equally, solely focusing on phonics leaves out key elements of reading such as grammar which
morphological awareness through the lens of the LQH promotes.
Presented are a few approaches to teaching reading. Most focus primarily on early
reading with very little focus on adolescent readers. To this end, this study shedded more light on
the adolescent reader, specifically the struggling reader. The next section will place emphasis on
why older students struggle to read.
Why Older Students Struggle with Reading
The International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA)
stated that “reading literacy concerns the ability of the reader to know and apply written
language forms requisite by society and/or respected by the individual” (Elley, 1992, p. 3).
Researchers suggested that adolescent readers have difficulty effectively engaging in complex
texts because they lack development skills (Weaver et al., 2021). Specifically, they lack a
deepened understanding of the meaning of words in context. This reading deficit impacts older
students’ ability to comprehend. Older students need two critical areas as they read to understand
complex texts—morphological analysis and morphological knowledge. Unless older students
possess skills in morphological analysis and morphological knowledge to develop their
vocabulary, they will struggle with reading and understanding complex texts (Goodwin et al.,
2017; Goodwin et al., 2020).
Morphological Analysis
Initially known as morphological problem solving (Anglin, 1993), morphological
analysis is the procedure by which conclusions are made about the meaning of words based on
bound morphemes such as affixes and roots (Manyak et al., 2018). Morphological analysis also
entails automatically drawing conclusions about the meaning of complicated words based on
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their morphological parts (Deacon et al., 2017). Furthermore, Deacon and colleagues noted that
morphological analysis is a dimension of morphological awareness; it also contributes to
"approximately 8% of the variance in children's reading comprehension" (Deacon et al., 2017, p.
11).
Intentional use of morphological analysis happens in a learning environment that
promotes word structure, the definitions and syntactical role of affixes, and how the words are
used in context (Goodwin et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2017). Therefore, vocabulary development
profoundly affects older elementary struggling readers and their ability to comprehend texts
(Elleman et al., 2017). Scholars examining three language groups concluded that the data for all
groups showed that morphological analysis had a significant relationship with morphological
awareness, word reading fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension (Zhang et al., 2020). Further,
scholars discovered that adolescents experienced improvement in vocabulary knowledge and
morphological analysis ability when interventions focused on problem-solving techniques and
targeted morphological elements carry significant meaning like Latin roots (Crosson et al., 2021;
McKeown et al., 2018).
Further review of the research revealed conflicting views regarding morphological
awareness and morphological analysis. This argument would suggest that one morphological
factor is not dominant over another. For example, one study indicated that morphological
analysis, not morphological awareness, contributed to increased reading comprehension in third
and fourth graders (Levesque et al., 2018). Further, scholars determined that minimal
investigation had been done between morphological awareness and reading comprehension with
morphological analysis as a mediator (Levesque et al., 2017). Further scrutinized was a study
conducted by Deacon et al. (2017) who criticized Levesque and the team because they
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determined that morphological decoding and morphological analysis contributed to reading
comprehension, not morphological awareness (Levesque et al., 2017). Another essential
component for older students to learn to read increasingly complex words is morphological
knowledge.
Morphological Knowledge
Readers' capacity to develop skills to comprehend texts is rooted in morphological
knowledge. Morphological knowledge is the ability to accurately use direct and indirect
understanding of morphemes to read and understand the words in context (Amirjalili & Jabbari,
2018; Goodwin et al., 2020; Kirby & Bowers, 2017; Park et al., 2020). Students who receive
morphological awareness instruction that supports their understanding of word parts are more
equipped to apply that knowledge when decoding polysyllabic words (Levesque et al., 2017).
This instruction builds their morphological knowledge, thus perpetuating an understanding of
word meaning and reading comprehension (Meaux et al., 2020). These things considered,
students tap into higher lexical quality that promotes strong reading comprehension (Goodwin et
al., 2017). It is vital that knowing the meaning of words in a globalized and attuned way to the
reading situation, not context-dependent, produces understanding (Perfetti, 2017).
Knowledge of morphemes helps students read complex words, which aids with reading
complex text. Students understand when and how to apply their understanding of essential parts
of words, which contributes to a high lexical quality. This retrieval of information is brought
about through students' capacity to break words into parts. Once they do that, they can
discriminate the meaning for the parts, mainly if the words contain prefixes and suffixes. This
skill helps students to identify the words. This knowledge is then translated to the word's
meaning in context, which brings about reading comprehension. Hopefully, this study will
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provide insight into how teachers use their teaching experiences to help students build their
knowledge of morphemes to support reading.
There have been many empirical studies on the importance of morphological knowledge
in supporting students' morphological awareness towards reading comprehension (Gilbert et al.,
2013; McKeown et al., 2018; Meaux et al., 2020; Nagy et al., 2013). Based on the contributions
of morphology towards literacy outcomes in upper elementary and middle school grades, studies
suggest that there was a significant correlation between morphological knowledge's impact on
adolescent readers as it related to vocabulary and reading comprehension at all the grade levels
examined (Goodwin et al., 2017; Nagy et al., 2006). Morphological knowledge is also essential
due to the load placed on adolescent students' academic vocabulary in subject-specific classes
and instruction (Goodwin et al., 2017). Research suggests that readers' knowledge of more
derived words supports reading comprehension when a generalized sensitivity to morphological
form is present (Amirjalili & Jabbari, 2018; Goodwin et al., 2017). Further, the researchers noted
that morphological intervention contributes to morphological knowledge, which leads to better
reading ability (Cunningham & Carroll, 2015; Meaux et al., 2020).
While many studies have shown the impact of morphological knowledge on reading
comprehension, an outlier study discovered different results. Morphological knowledge did not
contribute to reading comprehension in Spanish-speaking students due to a richer morphology in
Spanish than English (Simpson et al., 2019). This variable would be crucial to determining
whether this opposing finding is due to the participant population.
Morphological Awareness and Special Populations of Learners
Scholars suggested that morphological awareness is a viable strategy for building reading
capacity in all adolescent students, with or without disabilities (Collins et al., 2020; Wolter &
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Collins, 2017). Morphological awareness has a profound effect on all aspects of reading
particularly reading comprehension. However, much of the research focuses on students with
special needs (e.g., those with Individualized Education Plans - IEPs) or English language
learners (ELLs). So, what does morphological awareness research say about these populations?
Special Education (SPED)
One of the critical areas morphological awareness supports in strengthening special needs
students is language-based intervention (Collins et al., 2020). Scholars suggested that SPED
population, particularly dyslexic students, require explicit instruction to experience results with
morphological awareness instruction (Brimo, 2016; Collins et al., 2020; Ebbers, 2017; Fallon &
Katz, 2020). Explicit instruction is also referred to as structured literacy (Collins et al., 2020).
Structured literacy instruction is most effective for special education students when
morphological awareness is at the center (Collins et al., 2020). While it is vital to implement
morphological awareness strategies, there must be a systematic approach to delivering the
instruction so readers can experience results. This is important because students are able to
experience growth when they are exposed to morphological concepts consistently. Further,
explicit, systematic instruction allows for opportunities for students to practice their skills. It is
equally important that explicit instruction allow for opportunities for students to use strategies to
practice words in context. This helps students with reading comprehension.
A New Zealand study found that providing students with literacy learning difficulties
with morphological instruction benefits their reading progress (Denston et al., 2018). A research
study regarding students with speech-sound disorders found that morphological awareness helps
when compared with other students with the same reading ability as their counterparts (Apel &
Henbest, 2020). The impact of morphological instruction on students with disabilities is
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remarkable. It is evident through the research that students with special needs require consistency
in instruction if there are to be lasting results. Through this research study, it was interesting to
understand how teachers’ experiences with special needs students perhaps translates into
instruction for students without “identified” reading deficits. So, the next concern focuses on
how this instruction translate into reading success for students learning English as a second
language.
English Language Learners
Equally, there is a wealth of research that demonstrates that morphological instruction
benefits English language learners. However, English language learners' research has mixed
reviews regarding morphological awareness's effectiveness toward supporting struggling
students. In recent Chinese studies, research demonstrated that morphological awareness
significantly affects reading comprehension with native English speakers and students with
limited English proficiency (Qiao et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2020). In a study of students in
Singapore, however, it was determined that Chinese students whose dominant home language
was English tended to use morphological awareness more. In contrast, Chinese students whose
home language was not predominantly English reverted to phonological awareness (Zhang &
Ke, 2019). Further, the researchers noted that morphological awareness did not provide a clear
connection between morphological awareness and reading comprehension for Spanish-speaking
students (Simpson et al., 2019). It was further added that Spanish morphology was richer than
English morphology, which may have affected them.
Scholars have discovered that morphological awareness contributes to reading
comprehension in native speakers of English as well as Spanish speakers who are learning
English (Kieffer & Box, 2013). Zhang et al. (2020) found that students with limited English
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proficiency (LEP) will benefit from explicit instruction. Research findings also suggested that
incorporating morphological awareness into English and Chinese literacy instruction would
strengthen students' vocabulary, word reading, and reading comprehension skills (Qiao et al.,
2021). An examination of ELL students' vocabulary development revealed that vocabulary
development using morphological analysis strategies supported ELLs (Brandes & McMaster,
2017). Crosson and colleagues determined that multilingual adolescents who receive instruction
focused on meaning-bearing morphology were susceptible to acquiring morphological analysis
capacity and understanding of vocabulary (Crosson et al., 2021). Scholars noted that
morphological awareness plays an essential role in reading growth in various areas of writing
and cross-linguistic when morphological instruction is explicit and taught in combination with
other areas of linguistics as MA acts as a binding agent (Fumero & Tibi, 2020).
Struggling Readers
Research involving upper elementary struggling readers was limited (Bhattacharya, 2020;
Dawson et al., 2018; McMahan et al., 2019; Washburn & Mulcahy, 2020). However, many
students still enter upper elementary grades unable to read complex multisyllabic words.
Galloway et al. (2020) stated that minimal consideration focuses on understanding that the
reading process extends significantly into middle childhood. The researchers further noted
concerns regarding the knowledge that even after adolescent readers have acquired word calling
mastery, readers’ ability to understand the words in context toward reading comprehension is
still evolving (Galloway et al., 2020).
Those who have researched struggling readers found that students who struggle with
obtaining essential reading abilities will most assuredly experience persisting issues into the
upper elementary grades and beyond (Kent et al., 2017). Further acknowledged in the research
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was that students who struggle with morphological awareness skills have more difficulty with
derivational affixes than average readers (MacKay et al., 2017). Most studies were focused on
the value of morphological awareness instruction in many variations and processes towards
reading comprehension related to adolescents; however, there appear to be few studies that
specifically target readers who struggle with polysyllabic word reading in the upper school
grades (Bhattacharya, 2020). As noted in a study that sought to determine the influences of
fluency and decoding on comprehension in struggling fourth graders (Kang & Shin, 2019), it was
unclear through the disaggregation of the assessments administered what the criteria were for
determining 4th-grade level decoding. A pilot study was initiated to determine effective
multisyllabic word-reading instruction for struggling readers in upper elementary grades with
and without motivation beliefs training (Toste et al., 2017). The researchers' purpose for this
study filled a gap in the literature where "no previous study measured the effects of multisyllabic
reading intervention on improving multisyllabic reading automaticity through high levels of
practice both in isolation and in context (Toste et al., 2017, p. 598). The main finding of this
study was that explicit, systematic multisyllabic word reading instruction yields excellent results
in upper elementary school grades. The importance of systematic multisyllabic word reading
instruction directly connects to educators’ capacity to support students with building
morphological proficiency.
How Teachers Support Morphological Development
Teachers’ effectiveness towards understanding and delivering instruction is critical to
students’ reading comprehension success. Educators must have a solid in content knowledge and
pedagogy for teaching reading that impacts students’ application of strategies necessary to read.
Helping students understand the meaning of affixes contributes to the connotation of words and
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supports reading comprehension when morphological awareness skills are applied to reading
texts. Equally, understanding syllabic word patters support reading. One of the key skills that has
not been mentioned in detail but is required so upper elementary grade students can read
complex texts with increasingly complex words is decoding. In line with the lexical quality
hypothesis, to solidify students’ word recognition capacity, an educator must target three areas,
phonology/morphosyntax, meaning, and spelling. Phonology was covered earlier in the chapter.
This portion will focus on morphosyntax, meaning, and spelling. There are many areas where
morphology is crucial to older readers’ development. Targeting morphology during instruction
impacts reading comprehension, grammar, and meaning.
Decoding
Decoding concerns the capacity to read written language by applying an understanding of
letter-sound relationships (Foorman et al., 2016; Reading Rockets, n.d.; Scarborough, 2002).
Reading research on decoding is geared primarily towards phonics instruction and the alphabetic
principle—the understanding that there are relationships between graphemes and phonemes in
written words (Castles et al., 2018; Foorman et al., 2016; Goldenberg, 2002). However, decoding
instruction on a multisyllabic word-level aids students in using morphological knowledge and
analysis to determine unknown words and their meaning. Morphological decoding is described
as "the ability to use morphemes to arrive at an accurate pronunciation of a written word"
(Deacon et al., 2017, p. 2). Lane et al. (2019) noted that efficient practice of one's understanding
of morphology in reading and writing will aid in recovering trailing decoding skills.
Additionally, researchers discovered that the development of morphological awareness
determines readers' capability to decode morphologically multifaceted words (Levesque et al.,
2017). In a study of bilingual 4th graders of English, morphological decoding fluency had a
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statistically substantial effect on Chinese EL1 students' (students whose parents used English as
the primary language at home) reading comprehension than phonemic decoding (Zhang & Ke,
2019). This study is significant because it is essential to broaden the meaning of decoding
beyond phonological awareness. Further noted was the advantage of morphological teaching
coupled with other strategies, particularly approaches that involve implementing morphological
knowledge surrounding reading (Hiebert et al., 2017). Readers’ ability to decode words supports
spelling and writing. Therefore, there are many benefits to educators having the ability to help
students with decoding strategies that support reading and writing.
Based on the continuous exploration of morphological awareness and its benefits to
support struggling readers, this study was perfectly situated to begin to build on the literature
regarding teachers’ experiences around teaching morphological awareness. Research driven by
non-classroom-based researchers, while helpful, tends to miss important practice application and
knowledge as it does not account for the educator’s experiences (Gabriel, 2020). This presented a
gap in the literature that must be addressed, teacher knowledge.
Morphological Awareness and Reading Comprehension
Morphology influences many aspects of reading, particularly reading comprehension
(Deacon et al., 2014). Reading comprehension concerns the procedure of “extracting and
constructing meaning from written text” (Swart et al., 2017, p. 490). Scholars suggest that a
critical skill that foretells the probability of solving difficult words and thus leading to
understanding texts is morphological awareness (Kotzer et al., 2021; Levesque et al., 2017). In
the case of multisyllabic words, reading cannot take place without understanding the totality of
the word and its place in context. Words have meaning. When children, particularly older
children, can disaggregate words and understand the meaning of word parts, this leads to reading
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comprehension—morphological awareness skills aid students in that process. Studies
consistently favor the significance of morphological awareness on reading comprehension.
One study found that morphological awareness significantly impacted reading
comprehension when assessed across learner groups consisting of native English speakers, fluent
English speakers, and limited English speakers (Zhang et al., 2020). Further longitudinal
research discovered that morphological skills contributed to growth reading comprehension over
a long period (Levesque et al., 2018). Further research revealed that morphological awareness
directly impacts English and Chinese reading comprehension (Qiao et al., 2021). Another study
examined the correlation morphological awareness and reading comprehension had in varying
age groups and reading levels. Researchers found that morphological awareness was significant
in reading comprehension (James et al., 2021). Through the research, it was evident that
morphological awareness was a catalyst for reading comprehension. For students to begin to
engage in multisyllabic word attack that leads to reading comprehension, there must be a
knowledge of morphemes. This research also exposed the importance of morphological
instruction to reading comprehension in students who speak other languages. This study
provided a critical inroad to understanding whether teachers’ experiences with struggling readers
include ELLs.
Morphological Awareness and Morpho-Syntax (Grammar)
Morphological awareness provides a greater scope of decoding strategies that allow the
reader to identify morphemes, meaning-bearing parts that aids in comprehension. Moreover,
morphosyntax—also known as grammar—plays a significant role in readers’ understanding of
texts. Morphosyntax encapsulates the idea that morphology substantially impacts sentence-level
ramifications (Emory University, 2019). A study of first-grade dual language learners revealed
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that gains in a morphosyntax activity in English resulted from an intervention that promotes
readers’ awareness and capacity to create morphosyntactic aims specific to the conditions of
grammatical inclinations (Bedore et al., 2020). Another research study revealed that a strong
English vocabulary in preschoolers impacted grammar abilities in English (Simon-Cereijido &
Mendez, 2018). Consistently, research suggested that first and second-grade readers with
language impairments exhibit language trade-offs between syntax and morphosyntax (Resendiz
et al., 2017). The trade-off was an increase in expression with an expanded number of mistakes
with bound morphemes. The previous studies are significant to younger readers.
Morphological Awareness and Meaning (Core Meanings, Contexts of Use)
Words carry power in the meaning they possess when used in context. Further, depending
on the use of vocabulary determines its meaning within the context of sentence structure and
overall context of a reading passage. The totality of morphology concerns supporting key aspects
of words to apply meaning which aids in comprehension, the crux of the lexical quality
hypothesis. Therefore, morphological awareness strategies support students' understanding of
vocabulary. Vocabulary acquisition is universally known to be driven by word knowledge that
contains key components of recognition of morphological associations (Crosson et al., 2019).
Word meaning is a critical aspect of reading comprehension beyond decoding (Perfetti, 2017).
Attainment of comprehension happens when morphological awareness operates as a bridge for
understanding the meaning-bearing parts of words. In a study conducted with middle schoolers
who participated in an intervention called RAVE, researchers concluded that students thrived in
applying the meaning of roots to draw conclusions about unfamiliar words during morphological
analysis tasks (McKeown et al., 2018). Morphology in the form of morphological analysis is
vital to helping students understand vocabulary. Another study found that teaching students
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vocabulary approaches that allow them to use context to determine the meaning of words,
decode words using morphological analysis, and use of a lexicon to look up word meanings
enhance the knowledge of words under study (Elleman et al., 2017).
Teacher Knowledge of Morphological Instruction
Previous research largely overlooked the role of educators’ knowledge in the
understanding and use of morphological awareness to support struggling readers. While
reviewing the literature around the impact of morphological awareness on students, it became
increasingly evident that few studies were conducted on teachers’ capacity to deliver
morphological instruction. The concern was teacher knowledge of morphological instruction. It
was surprising that this concern surfaced a few times in the literature. One article noted the
importance of Speech-Language Pathologists (SLPs) and teachers having explicit knowledge of
morphology (Brimo & Henbest, 2020). This was important because SLPs are an important aspect
of educational resources and interventions for students. It was important to know how SLPs were
used in the process of helping students read and whether teachers’ experiences include tapping
into these specialists to assist with strategies that support struggling readers.
In a New Zealand study conducted by Denston et al. (2018), researchers noted that there
was little evidence that teachers provide explicit instruction within the classroom context.
However, teacher knowledge of morphology is essential. As morphology is a vital portion of the
Common Core State Standards for all grades, it will be important to know the extent of teachers’
understanding of morphology and what this means to their instruction. Most English Language
Arts curricula in upper elementary school grades are heavy on reading comprehension in terms
of reading strategies like compare and contrast, however; it is helpful to understand how teachers
use word study such as generative grammar for example, to support reading comprehension.
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Further noted in the research is the connotation that teachers should know morphological
strategies as their classroom expertise contributes to collaboration with other professionals such
as Speech-Language Pathologists (Moxam, 2020). One group of researchers noted that while few
studies examined educators' comprehension of morphological concepts, more studies are needed
to investigate the morphological content and pedagogical delivery of morphological
interventions (Meaux et al., 2020; Moats & Foorman, 2003; Washburn et al., 2011; Washburn &
Mulcahy, 2019). Through this synthesis of the research, the perspective of the educator is poorly
understood. This lack of sparsity in educator experience around this topic established this
research as a key contributor to the literature body.
Summary
Based on the literature review, there are many aspects of morphological awareness that
have been explored. What is known is that morphological awareness has an impact on reading
instruction, particularly reading comprehension. It has also been thoroughly investigated that
morphological knowledge and analysis contribute to morphological awareness instruction.
Scholars also provided research findings that support morphological awareness instruction’s
impact on all students. However, little research has been done on struggling readers, although
there is a wealth of literature about morphological interventions for SPED and ELL students.
Therefore, this study focused on upper elementary non-disabled struggling readers who are not
categorized as having SPED and/or ELL needs.
Another critical area that surfaced through the literature review is teacher knowledge of
morphology. This gap around teacher knowledge is an important point of focus in the literature.
Very few qualitative studies capture teachers’ experiences around their knowledge and
instructional practices related to morphology. Notably, it is also essential to further consider
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those teacher experiences in light of using morphological awareness instruction to support
struggling learners.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODS
Overview
The purpose of this transcendental phenomenological study was to describe upper
elementary school teachers’ lived experiences about the use of morphological awareness to
support struggling readers in a public school district in the Washington, D.C. metroplex. This
chapter provides an overview of the proposed research methods to be used to conduct this
research study. An elaboration of the proposed research design, qualitative transcendental
phenomenology, is included in the chapter. Moreover, the research questions and the rationale
for developing the questions are detailed. This chapter also covers the setting and the
participants. The interpretive framework lens, assumptions, and my role in the study will be
discussed. Additionally, a detailed review of the permissions and recruitment plan procedures are
considered. Further, there will be a synopsis of how data are collected and analyzed. The
remainder of this chapter focuses on the foundational considerations to ensure an ethical process
for evidence collection and examination.
Research Design
Qualitative studies are used when researchers seek to understand and capture data
through the examination of artifacts and experiences of participants in particular areas of interest
rather than numerical means to determine meaning (Yilmaz, 2013). Qualitative research is the
gathering of, analysis, and explication of detailed and visual information to understand the
phenomenon under study (Gay et al., 2009). While hypotheses drive quantitative research,
qualitative research begins with an assumption (Creswell & Poth, 2018). Qualitative research
allows the researcher to immerse in the world or environment to obtain data about the lived
experiences of the participants (Creswell & Creswell, 2018; Creswell & Poth, 2018). Therefore, I
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chose a qualitative research design because I endeavored to examine the experiences of
educators who work with struggling readers in the upper elementary grade levels. Specifically, I
aimed to understand the phenomenon of morphological awareness instruction using the lens of
upper elementary level educators' knowledge of the phenomenon. Other researchers identified
qualitative research as "a situated activity that locates the observer in the world. Qualitative
research consists of interpretative, material practices that make the world visible" (Denzin &
Lincoln, 2011, p. 3). Through a qualitative research lens, examining teachers' experiences
allowed me (the researcher) to gain meaning from the educators’ lived experience regarding how
they use morphology to support students who struggle to read.
After reviewing five approaches to qualitative research, the phenomenological approach
is the best method for this study (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Moustakas, 1994). Through this
phenomenological perspective, I examined the lived experiences of educators who support
struggling students through morphological awareness instruction. This approach allowed me to
conduct interviews and focus groups as data collection methods to obtain information about the
phenomenon. This is congruent with Creswell and Poth (2018), who posited that a
phenomenological methodology activates participants' lived experiences and allows them to
demonstrate biased experiences with the phenomenon while having unprejudiced experiences of
something familiar with others. In this study, the primary focus concerned teachers' knowledge
of the phenomenon and how that knowledge translated to educating struggling students using
morphological awareness instruction. Furthermore, the information collected also focused on
patterns identified across the participants' data.
There are two approaches within phenomenology: hermeneutical and transcendental. In
reviewing the two phenomenological approaches, this study ascribed to the transcendental
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approach, coined by Husserl (1913) through his writings, Ideas, which postulated that the
researcher uses epoché in the study process to alleviate biases and prejudices in the data analysis
process (Moustakas, 1994). Epoché, as noted by Moustakas, requires that the researcher abolish
his or her own beliefs and raise one's consciousness above suspicion (Moustakas, 1994). The
nature of being guided by epoché concerns examining the information from a new frame of
reference and being open to various interpretations (Adu, 2019; Creswell & Poth, 2018). In other
words, understanding intentionality necessitates that we are "present to ourselves and to things of
the world," that we acknowledge that self and words are indivisible elements of meaning
(Moustakas, 1994, p. 86). Through the transcendental phenomenology approach, bracketing
challenged me to generate "new ideas, new feelings, new awarenesses, and new understandings"
(Moustakas, 1994, p. 86). Hermeneutic phenomenology concerns the foundational structures of
lived experiences of human life using researcher reflection and interpretation (van Manen, 2014).
Hermeneutic phenomenology relies heavily on the interpretation of the researcher while
transcendental phenomenology focuses on the accounts of the participants. For this reason,
transcendental was chosen over hermeneutics.
Research Questions
Central Research Question
How do upper elementary school educators describe their experiences with
morphological awareness instruction to support struggling readers?
Sub-Question One
What are the experiences of upper elementary school educators who utilize
morphological awareness strategies to help struggling readers understand phonology and
morpho-syntax?
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Sub-Question Two
What are the experiences of upper elementary school educators who utilize
morphological awareness strategies to improve spelling and orthographic forms with struggling
readers?
Sub-Question Three
What are the experiences of upper elementary school educators who utilize
morphological awareness strategies to improve core meaning and contexts of use with struggling
readers?
Sub-Question Four
What experiences do upper elementary school educators attribute to their ability to
support struggling readers?
Setting and Participants
This section of chapter three outlines the setting for this study. Additionally, the criteria
for participants are addressed.
Setting
The setting of this phenomenological study took place in the Great Readers public school
district (pseudonym), located in the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area. The purpose of
choosing this school district was because it is considered one of the largest school districts in
Maryland (Niche, 2021). This urban school district has a total of 208 schools with a student body
of around 132,000 students. The school district has a diverse student population in which about
62% of the students are Black/African American, 18% are Hispanic/Latino, 13% are White, 4%
are Asian, and 2% are two or more races (NCES, 2018). Of the total schools, there are 123
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elementary schools and 12 Pre-K-8 academies. The district has about 18,000 employees of
whom 9,368 are educators (NCES, 2018). This created the opportunity for a robust participant
pool which is favorable for obtaining an ample number of participants who teach in the upper
elementary grade levels. Additionally, when NAEP (2019) data were considered, Maryland 4th
grade reading scores revealed that 64% of students performed at or below basic level in 2019. As
a large school district, gaining an understanding of the educators’ perspectives on upper
elementary students struggling to read will aid in future implications for teaching reading to
adolescent readers.
The organizational structure consists of a school board of elected and appointed school
board members as well as a student board member (R. Stradford, personal communication,
January 31, 2022). The responsibility of the school board includes:
•

Making decisions regarding aspects of the school district

•

Hiring the Head of Schools (HOS, pseudonym)

•

Implementing policies

•

Communicating with stakeholders, among other duties

The next in line is the Head of Schools (synonymous with the Superintendent role). The HOS
is responsible for the overall management of the school district and reports to the school board.
The HOS has several subordinates whose role is chief of their assigned department (e.g., Chief
Human Resources Officer, Chief Academic Officer, Chief of Special Education and Student
Services, etc.). Each department is responsible for an aspect of the school district to ensure
smooth operations and quality instruction (M. Goldson, personal communication, July 19, 2018).
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Participants
Purposive sampling concerns the researcher's discernment to identify participants with
the most significant understanding of the study topic (Elo et al., 2014; Gay et al., 2009).
Criterion-based sampling requires that the participants meet specific criteria to engage in the
study (Gay et al., 2009; Palinkas et al., 2015). Criterion-based selection is best suited for
phenomenological studies as it ensures that those who participate in the study have explicit
knowledge about the phenomenon (Moser & Korstjens, 2018). Therefore, I executed a purposive
sampling using a criterion sampling strategy with specific criteria that participants must possess
to participate in this study. In a phenomenological study, all participants must experience the
phenomenon under examination (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Moustakas, 1994), allowing objective
patterns to emerge from the experiences. Hence, criterion-based sampling was employed to
ensure that all participants met the same criteria (Creswell & Poth, 2018). Participants must have
met five criteria to participate in the study.
The first criterion for participants was that they must have five or more years of teaching
experience. Additionally, teachers must have at least a standard elementary education (1-6 and
middle school) teaching certificate as determined by the Maryland State Department of
Education. Standard certification in Maryland means that teachers have met the reading
coursework requirement which consists of 12 ancillary credits. The next criterion was that
teachers must currently teach English language arts and work directly with students as classroom
teachers in grades four, five, and/or six.
It was vital to know the number of participants needed for this study with the criteria
established. Phenomenological study types do not typically have many participants due to the
deep analysis of the individuals' experiences after the data gathering process (Eddles-Hirch,
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2015). Additionally, because the best representation is contingent upon the study's goal, the
study questions, and the abundance of information, there is no agreed-upon number of
participants (Elo et al., 2014; Patton, 2002; Polkinghorne, 1989). However, some scholars
recommend that 3-10 participants are an acceptable sample size (Creswell & Creswell, 2018),
although others recommend fewer than 10 (Moser & Korstjens, 2018). Still, another researcher
noted that researchers should interview between 5 and 25 participants who have working
knowledge with the phenomenon (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Polkinghorne, 1989). Based on the
previous scholars' recommendations and the requirements of Liberty University, which stated
that a scale of 10-15 participants should be targeted (Liberty University, 2021), this study sought
to target 10-15 participants. This target number ensured that enough participants were recruited
to produce adequate data to support a rich analysis that gave insight into the phenomenon.
However, I solicited a targeted participant pool of 15 educators to account for attrition.
Attrition is the loss of participants from the study for varying reasons (Nunan et al.,
2018). According to the American Psychological Association [APA] (2020), attrition can affect
the validity of the research and generate the possibility of bias. According to Nunan et al. (2018),
attrition bias concerns the partiality that takes place because of methodical alterations "in the
way participants are lost from a study" (p. 21).
The other reason was due to saturation. Saturation concerns the maximum data presented
with no new information surfacing from data collection (Moser & Korstjens, 2018). Having
many participants does not necessarily mean that new information will emerge (Charmaz, 2006;
Creswell & Poth, 2018). Consequently, I did not achieve saturation because each educator had
different experiences.
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Researcher Positionality
This chapter provided a reasonably comprehensive overview of my position as the
researcher. One section dealt with my interpretive framework. According to Dezin and Lincoln
(2011), all investigations exist as interpretive, that is that research about the world and
understanding and studying it is led by established principles and positions. The interpretative
framework provides the lens for which I reviewed and interpreted my participants’ experiences
with the phenomenon. Complementary to the interpretive framework were my philosophical
assumptions and how my beliefs guided this study. Finally, my role in this study was considered
as it can have implications on data collection and analysis.
Interpretive Framework
The interpretive framework that guided this study was social constructivism. Viewed as a
perspective to qualitative research, social constructivism involves a cognizance of the sphere in
which one lives and works (Creswell & Creswell, 2018; Creswell & Poth, 2018). Social
constructivism is consistent with phenomenological studies as participants' experiences are
paramount, and the researcher's experiences become insignificant to prevent bias (Moustakas,
1994). Approaching this study through a social constructivist lens allowed me to rely on the
perspective of multiple participants' experiences through their realities as upper elementary grade
level educators (Creswell & Creswell, 2018). Yielding to the participants allowed them to
construct meaning from their experiences with teaching morphological awareness. My social
interactions with participants in interviews and focus groups allowed me to employ open-ended
questioning, an essential component of social constructivism because this allows the participants
to create value from their situations (Creswell & Poth, 2018). Open-ended questions were also a
relevant component of the phenomenological interview process. Equally important, the more
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open-ended questions I asked during my interviews and focus groups, the richer the historical
and cultural context of the participants. As I interpreted the participants' experiences through the
social constructivist lens, I also considered my philosophical assumptions given this interpretive
framework.
Philosophical Assumptions
Philosophical assumptions are the researcher’s positions that postulate the course of the
study (Creswell & Poth, 2018). The philosophical assumptions include the researcher’s truth
about reality (ontology), his/her perception of reality (epistemology), the values that the
researcher brings to the study (axiological), and the processes applied in the research (Creswell
& Poth, 2018). It was vital to report philosophical assumptions as it resulted in a thoughtful selfreflection based on my research (Coates, 2021). Equally, when I chronicled my suppositions, this
paved the way for a well-designed structure that led my investigative practices and minimizes
prejudices (Coates, 2021). The philosophical assumptions that are addressed consist of ontology,
epistemology, and axiology.
Ontological Assumption
The ontological assumption involves one’s interpretation of truth (Levers, 2013;
Moreland & Craig, 2003). When interconnected with my interpretive framework (social
constructivism), the ontological assumption created a paradigm where several realities were
developed through lived experiences and exchanges with people (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
Multiple realities are the hallmark of the ontological assumption. While that this case, there is
one absolute reality in education, the academic success of students. Put philosophically,
Moustakas (1994) suggested that “what appears in consciousness is an absolute reality while
what appears in the world is a product of learning” (p. 27). Although teachers have varying
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experiences with teaching adolescent readers, the reality of the consciousness is the same, to
ensure that students are equipped to meet the demands of increasingly difficult reading tasks, so
they can “read to learn” as Chall (1967) advocates. What we can learn from teachers’
experiences provides learning to develop curriculum and other programs that support struggling
adolescent readers. This leads to another assumption worth considering: the epistemological
assumption.
Epistemological Assumption
The epistemological assumption deals with explaining knowledge—meaning by what
method(s) do we know what we know (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Moreland & Craig, 2003). Social
constructivism intermingled with epistemology produces the construction of reality “between the
researcher and the researched and shaped by the individual experiences” (Creswell & Poth, 2018,
p. 35). Although I have a wealth of knowledge related to teaching students to read, reality was
constructed as I collected data from educators considering their experience with morphological
awareness and struggling adolescent readers. Their responses to the questions related to their
experiences shaped this study to determine whether morphological awareness was a viable
strategy for helping older students read complex words and texts. An educator’s knowledge
about how upper elementary grade students read is driven by their values grounded in the
axiological assumption.
Axiological Assumption
The axiological assumption deals with the values the researcher possesses, which has the
potential to influence the research study (Creswell & Poth, 2018). Further, to strengthen the
integrity of the research, I shared my values to prevent biases. For this study, it was essential to
share that as an educator, and that I was passionate about supporting struggling readers. I believe
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that other educators are also concerned about ensuring that students are proficient readers. For
this reason, as my values and the participants values were analyzed, it deepened the data analysis
and brought about clearer understanding of the phenomenon (Kivunja & Kuyini, 2017). As I
discussed my values and belief in supporting struggling adolescent readers, this led to my role as
a researcher in the study.
Researcher’s Role
My role in this study was that of an educator with over 20 years of experience in
education. Fifteen years have been in the public school system in the county where I live and the
school district where I conducted this study. I have served as a primary grade teacher in first and
second grades, where I taught all core subject areas (e.g., reading, math, science, social studies,
and health). Because of my passion to improve students’ reading abilities, I pursued a master’s
degree in reading education. During the 2013-2014 school year, I was an English for Students of
Other Languages (ESOL) teacher responsible for teaching English language learners (ELLs) in
kindergarten through fifth grade. This role gave me a lens in supporting ELLs through the
explicit reading curriculum for upper elementary grade students. I was also able to help ELL
students with IEPs (Individualized Education Plans). These students were in third and fifth
grades. For the last seven years, I have served as a consulting teacher. This work allows me to
support new and non-tenured teachers who need support with their instructional and professional
practice. I had the opportunity to support teachers from Pre-K to fifth grade. This work permits
me to gain insight into the explicit curriculum to provide the best instructional coaching in lesson
planning and delivery of instruction. Although I supported upper elementary grade teachers, my
perspective of teachers' lived experiences was limited to what I observed when I visited
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classrooms. It is important to note that I did not serve in any supervisory capacity to any of my
potential participants.
I brought certain assumptions to the study that influenced how I viewed or conducted
data analysis. First, as a consulting teacher, I saw the struggles of teachers who taught upper
elementary students, particularly those who supported struggling readers. Virtual learning
environments exaggerated this during the school year (SY 2020-2021). This made me wonder
whether veteran teachers were experiencing the same struggles. The second assumption that I
brought to the research was my conscious awareness that my school district was rethinking
reading instruction to support students. With the popularity of the science of reading, I wanted to
know my school district's posture on the issue. So, as a part of a class assignment, I interviewed
an instructional specialist in our reading curriculum and instruction office. One of the points that
came from our discussion was how to support upper elementary grade students with reading
difficulties while maintaining their interest and integrity during reading. By integrity, we mean
that we are not "dumbing down" texts and insulting students’ intelligence by using less than
grade-level texts to support their reading acquisition.
With these thoughts, the sole purpose of the transcendental approach to this
phenomenological study was to maintain epoché, which required that I remove myself from the
equation, meaning my experiences, biases, and assumptions, to "take a fresh perspective towards
the phenomenon under examination" (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 78). Although I was the human
instrument executing the interview process, it was important that I maintain neutrality to prevent
my thoughts, ideas, and beliefs from influencing my data collection. For this cause, I used a
reflexive journal (see Appendix H) to document my thoughts as I went through the research
process as a reflection tool to keep my thoughts, biases, and experiences separate from the study.
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I also planned to collect data through means that would limit my need to be an active participant
and focus primarily on the participants' experiences. This was accomplished through three
essential data collection methods: interviews, journal prompts, and focus groups.
Procedures
This portion of chapter three is dedicated to the procedures for obtaining Institutional
Review Board (IRB) and site permissions to ensure ethical practices for this research.
Additionally, the plan for recruiting participants was addressed. Ultimately, the purpose of
outlining these procedures was to support the ability for future research to replicate the study if
needed.
Permissions
Approval from the IRB at Liberty University was necessary before any research
recruitment and data collection could occur. There were critical steps needed for IRB approval.
The first step was for the dissertation proposal to be approved by the dissertation committee.
Upon proposal defense and approval, the IRB application was submitted within 10 days through
the electronic system, Cayuse IRB (Liberty University Handbook, 2020-2021). I received IRB
approval based on submitting all required paperwork and requested revisions to the application
(Appendix A). The approval came with an exemption which indicated that site approval was not
necessary for the IRB approval since the district was not the subject of the study. However,
research site approval was still required from the school district since participants would be
solicited from the school system.
The setting from which I would request teacher participation had requirements that I met
to conduct research there. One of the requirements was to apply for approval through the
Department of Testing, Research, and Evaluation via the online tool. Additionally, I provided a
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proposal summary and my completed proposal. I also attached all Liberty IRB approved consent
forms because I used human participants in this study. I also had to submit the Liberty IRB
approved data collection tools, the interview and focus group protocols. Lastly, I included
Liberty’s IRB approval letter and evidence that my committee had approved my research.
Research recruitment and data collection began when both institutions granted final approvals.
Recruitment Plan
Once I received the IRB and site approvals, I began the recruitment process. As a part of
the district approval process, I had to get principal approval to contact their teachers. Principals
had to sign a Principal Approval Form, scan the document to me, and then I returned to the
Research and Evaluation office per the instructions. I then obtained teacher rosters, with emails,
from the websites of the Elementary and K-8 schools whose principals provided written
permission. The school websites were accessible via the district website. Each website included
the educators and their contact information. The teacher rosters for those schools were audited
for teachers assigned to teach fourth to sixth grades. I also double checked the website roster
against the Oracle Employee Directory to ensure that the teacher list was accurate. I used a
random selection, choosing schools from the North, Central, and South portions of the district to
ensure that the study included educators (4th-6th grades) who taught a diverse group of students
from all areas in the district. Teachers whose teaching assignments were listed as Classroom 4th –
6th grade were added to an undisclosed email distribution list. They received an email that
included the researcher's name and contact information, the title and purpose of the study, and
the eligibility requirements. The email contained the following attachments: recruitment letter
via email with the demographic questionnaire link (see Appendix B) and the recruitment flyer
(see Appendix C). The recruitment letter contained the same information outlined in the
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recruitment flyer except it contained the demographic questionnaire link (Appendix D). The
letter included information regarding an incentive to participate. Each participant was entered
into a drawing to win one (of two) $50 Amazon gift cards. The demographic questionnaire link
was created via Google Forms and had questions to determine teacher eligibility. The questions
were based on the criteria outlined in the participant section of the study. Using Google Forms
allowed me to download the responses as a spreadsheet to determine how many educators
responded and whether they met the criteria. If there were not enough respondents or not enough
who met the requirements, the process was repeated with other elementary and K-8 schools in
the district. Although about 70 emails were sent, 15 volunteered to participate. Due to individual
circumstances (e.g., not returning informed consent form), only 11 educators provided written
agreement to participate in the study.
Chosen participants received the participants' informed consent form via a secure email
(see Appendix E). Teachers were asked to read the consent form, provide a signature, and return
the consent form by scanning the signed form back to me via the email sent from the researcher.
The consent form included the purpose of the study, the data collection methods, permission to
voice recording statement, confidentiality clause (e.g., using pseudonyms), minimal risk clause,
and voluntary participation clause, which included freedom to withdraw at any time. Once
consent verification through signatures was obtained, the participants were sent an email to
determine availability for an interview as well as the participant electronic journal.
Data Collection Plan
Data collection was a vital part of the qualitative research process. The problem primarily
determines the collection techniques; therefore, the collection techniques should support
understanding the studied phenomenon (Gay et al., 2009). Additionally, having a robust data
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collection plan kept the trustworthiness of my study and allowed for triangulation of the data to
identify themes that addressed the phenomenon. This study's three data collection methods were
interviews, journal prompts, and focus groups. The same participants were used for all three data
collection methods.
Individual Interviews (Data Collection Approach #1)
The first data collection strategy used for this inquiry was one-on-one interviews.
Interviews are intentional exchanges of information that allow the researcher to collect valuable
information towards understanding the participants' experiences with the problem of the study
(Creswell & Creswell, 2018; Creswell & Poth, 2018; Gay et al., 2009). Further, an interview
designed for a phenomenological study is a natural, exploratory activity that uses divergent
questions and comments (Moustakas, 1994). Therefore, the interview questions elicited answers
that allowed the participants to be candid about their experiences.
Before interviews take place, experts in reading education were solicited to review and
provide feedback on the interview questions for both the one-on-one interviews and the focus
group. The experts were selected from the Curriculum and Instruction Reading/English
Language Arts office as well as reading specialists at the elementary schools. The goal was to
certify that the questions will elicit the responses necessary to capture the participants’ lived
experiences with the phenomenon and the meaning of that experience (Seidman, 2019). The
questions were adjusted based on the feedback.
Furthermore, piloting the interview questions serves to strengthen the validity of the
study (Gani et al., 2020), to anticipate issues for modifications (Gay et al., 2009; Seidman, 2019),
and to provide questions that are sensitive to the culture being interviewed (Kim, 2010). The
revised interview questions were piloted with 2 educators, not participants in the study, to
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determine the questions' clarity and make suggestions. These educators met the same
requirements as those selected for the study. The questions were revised once more and added as
part of the interview protocol.
The interview protocol used a semi-structured interview process that enabled the
researcher to maintain the focus of the research inquiry while allowing for an organic
conversation that yields a deeper, more profound understanding of the educators' experiences
(Giorgi, 1985; Patton 2002).
The interviews were conducted virtually at a time that was most convenient for the
participants. Once a day and time was agreed upon via email correspondence, interviews were
securely scheduled via Google Calendar. A calendar invite was created with the chosen date and
time for the interview. The participant received a secure email and was able to confirm their
attendance by clicking yes, no, or maybe. The calendar invite also included a secure Zoom link
for the interview session.
Due to COVID-19, there was limited access to school buildings for anyone who was not
a regular employee assigned to that school building. Therefore, the plan was to conduct face-toface interviews via a video conferencing platform (e.g., Zoom). Capturing the interviews via
recording will maintain the interview's authenticity and develop an audit trail that builds the
credibility of the study (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Polkinghorne, 1989). Accordingly, educators
were informed once more that the session would be voice recorded and no video recording
would take place. At that time, they verbally consented to being recorded (voice recorded only)
before the one-on-one interview began.
The interview protocol used for this study was designed based on the sample interview
protocol outlined by Creswell and Creswell [2018] (see Appendix F). The number of interview
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questions consisted of 12 questions where researchers noted that a minimum of 10-12 questions
are sufficient (Creswell & Creswell, 2018; Creswell & Poth, 2018). The initial questions
captured the following information: Teacher background (name, age, race/ethnicity, degree(s)
earned, current grade level assignment, prior grade level(s) taught, number of years in
education); and class demographics (e.g., race/ethnicity, TAG (talented & gifted), SPED (special
education), ELLs (English language learners), BGL, OGL, AGL (below, on, and above grade
level). Other questions concerned background from the teachers regarding their experience with
morphological awareness (i.e., what is your experience with using morphemes to help struggling
upper elementary students?).
Individual Interview Questions
1. Please describe your educational background and career through your current position.
(Teacher background - name, age, race/ethnicity, degree(s) earned, current grade level
assignment, prior grade level(s) taught, number of years in education) CRQ
2. How did you become a Reading/English Language Arts teacher? CRQ
3. What experiences have you had with teaching struggling readers? SQ1, SQ2, & SQ3
4. Describe your experiences with strategies that were used to support struggling readers in
your class. SQ1, SQ2, & SQ3
5. In your experience, what have you found to be the essential components of teaching
morphological concepts? SQ1, SQ2, SQ3 & SQ4
6. In your experience, in what ways have you found morphological awareness to be most
helpful for students? SQ1, SQ2, & SQ3
7. What do you consider effective practices for morphological awareness instruction? SQ4
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8. What is your instructional approach to teaching morphological awareness to your
students? SQ4
9. What is your experience with using morphological awareness to support struggling
learners, specifically those who are not qualified for SPED services? SQ1, SQ2, & SQ3
10. What experiences have you had with professional development that has shaped your
practice in supporting struggling students? With morphology? SQ4
11. What is your overall perspective about morphological awareness instruction? SQ4
12. Is there anything else you would like to share on the topic? SQ4
Questions one and two are designed as ice-breaker questions to learn more about the
participant and develop a rapport. The questions are also designed to uncover the life history of
the educator (Seidman, 2019).
Questions three through seven were designed to understand the depth of the participants'
knowledge and experience with struggling readers and morphological awareness. Understanding
the teachers' level of self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977) in response to these questions permeated
through their responses and demonstrated their confidence in their ability to deliver
morphological instruction. Additionally, the lens of lexical quality allowed for an understanding
of the teachers' experiences with employing instruction that builds students' morphological
knowledge to produce high lexical quality where students are not only able to identify words but
are also able to attribute meaning to the word to apply to the understanding of the word in
context (Perfetti, 2017). Further, these questions required participants to reflect on their
experiences and the meaning of their work and role as a reading teacher. The questions prompted
reflection on their teaching practices which unlocks significant meaning. This understanding
provided valuable insights into the teachers' level of knowledge regarding reading practices that
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help upper elementary students become successful readers. Wijekumar et al. (2019) research
stressed the implications and ramifications of teacher knowledge and its effects on students'
knowledge and understanding. This had a tremendous impact on what and how students learn.
Questions eight and nine addressed educators' experiences using morphological
awareness instruction as a strategy to support struggling readers with reading comprehension.
Specifically, when students understand the significance of the root word and the affixes attached,
this helps students understand the meaning of words and thus gives context to what they are
reading (Perfetti, 2017). Literature suggested a direct link between morphological awareness and
reading comprehension (Deacon et al., 2014; Levesque et al., 2017; Perfetti, 1999). Thus,
helping struggling readers with morphology was essential to this study.
Question ten sought to understand the teachers' experiences with ways they build their
capacity around morphological awareness. Based on a linguistic survey developed by L.C. Moats
(1994) and its results, educators had a general lack of linguistic knowledge. More specifically,
educators had a minimal understanding of the vocabulary associated with morphology and
morphemic awareness (Washburn & Mulcahy, 2019). This question was significant because it
allows the educator to reflect on their level of understanding and how they filled in their gaps in
learning.
Finally, questions 11 and 12 were designed to provide an opportunity for participants to
share their final thoughts and insights that were not captured in the interview questions.
Individual Interview Data Analysis Plan (Data Analysis Plan #1)
The interview data was collected via audio recording and was transcribed using a
transcription app called Otter AI. Otter AI allowed me to record the interviews, and it transcribed
the interviews (Appendix G). To ensure that the transcript was a verbatim account of the
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participants’ experiences, I listened to each recording and made the necessary edits to ensure that
the transcript matched what was said in the recording. The educators were then given their
transcript to review. Providing the transcripts offered credibility to the study through memberchecking. Member checking is described as “respondent validation or participant validation”
where participants will receive their transcripts and verify that the meaning they wanted to
convey through their experiences is captured accurately (Birt et al., 2016; Lincoln & Guba,
1985). Teachers were asked to review the transcription to ensure the accuracy of their
experiences. This review process provided another layer of transparency and credibility to the
study. The transcription was shared with the educator via a password secured email.
Qualitative research scholars suggest organizing the data in a managed way (Creswell &
Poth, 2018; Patton, 2002). I collected and stored the data by creating files in Google Docs for
each interview. I used Google Docs because it is secure and protected through my email and was
password protected. Additionally, Google Docs could not be accessed unless shared. The
security offered through Google Docs was an added layer of protection to prevent anyone from
accessing the files. The audio recordings and the transcription was stored in Otter AI which is
secured by a password.
Consequently, this was a phenomenological study. As such, Moustakas (1994)
recommends various ways to analyze data, one of which is modifying the Stevick-Colaizzi-Keen
method for analyzing interviews. The first step in this method required the researcher to explain
their experience with the phenomenon. Moustakas (1994) called this process epoché. Epoché
concerns the capacity to suspend all preconceived judgments, personal experiences, and
knowledge to gain an understanding of the experiences of others (Moustakas, 1994). This was
accomplished through reflexivity. Reflexivity allowed me to deliberately unmask underlying
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suppositions and prejudices that may cause me to develop questions or show discovery in a
certain way (Gay et al., 2009). This step aided in identifying my involvement with the
phenomenon. Reflecting on the contents of my reflexive journal (Appendix H) during this step
was crucial to ensuring that I examined the participant data through a fresh lens and placed my
thoughts, ideas, and notions aside to ensure that the data captured was representative of the
participants' experiences and not my own.
Next, I read through each transcription and made notes in the margins to document
meaningful accounts through horizontalization. I then identified those statements that held
invariant positions, meaning that they were unique and did not overlap with other explanations. I
began to incorporate coding measures to further prepare for data synthesis using in vivo
(yellow), emotion (blue), and value (green) coding methods. In vivo coding assigns meaning to
participants' language (Adu, 2019; Saldana, 2021). Emotion coding denotes participants' feelings
of what they experienced (Saldana, 2021). Additionally, the last method of coding to be included
was value coding which suggests an analysis of participants' values and beliefs that influence
their experiences (Saldana, 2021). I reflected again on my experiences with teaching
morphological awareness as suggested by Moustakas’s modified method. Next, I analyzed the
participants' experiences or the structural description (Moustakas, 1994). From those, I organized
the experiences into descriptive themes that emerged from these accounts and synthesized them
into textual descriptions, a way to report what my participants "experienced with the
phenomenon" (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Moustakas, 1994).
I followed the abovementioned steps for each interview until all had been completed. I
then synthesized the data from all interviews' textual and structural explanations to consolidate.
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Consolidating the descriptions is what Creswell & Poth (2018) categorize as a composite
description of the phenomenon.
Prompts (Data Collection Approach #2)
The second data collection method that I used was journal prompts (Appendix I). Journal
prompts were chosen as it is seen as a great compliment to interviews (Hayman et al., 2012)
because it enhances the depth of the experiences. Furthermore, journaling was an effective way
to reflect on and provide insight into the experiences. According to van Manen (2015), writing
protocols allow participants time to reflect on their experiences which contribute to depth. There
were three journal prompts to delve deeper into the educators’ experiences. Participants were
encouraged to write about the experience as they lived it; no need to explain or try to interpret
(van Manen, 2015). The following prompts were used: 1) Write about your most effective
experience with a struggling upper elementary student. CRQ; 2) Write about your most
challenging experience helping a struggling upper elementary reader. CRQ; 3) What advice
would you give a novice teacher who has an adolescent struggling to read? SQ4
The time required for journal prompts was no more than 10 minutes per prompt for a total
of 30 minutes. Prompts were given prior to the interviews and educators were given up to a week
(seven days) to complete the prompts. Because educators are extremely busy and COVID-19 has
added stress, the goal was not to stretch educators more than they already are. Therefore, limiting
the amount of time for journal prompts hopefully encouraged participants to participate because
it was not a drawn-out process (Hayman et al., 2012). The participants’ method for answering the
journal prompts about their experiences were electronically via a digital Google Slides journal I
created (See Appendix I).
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Prompts Data Analysis Plan (Data Analysis Plan #2)
Journal writing did not require transcription because the teachers were writing their
thoughts. The analysis for journal writing was consistent with Moustakas (1994) and began with
horizontalization. I created individual lists of accounts from everyone's journal entries.
Subsequently, I provided in vivo (yellow), emotion (blue), and value (green) coding, using words
or phrases to capture the essence of each teacher's experience. After coding, I identified
emerging descriptive themes from each educator's information. Next, each teacher's experiences
were developed into textual and structural descriptions. I combined both descriptions of
educators' data to create a composite explanation of the phenomenon under study. This
information was used for triangulation during data synthesis.
Focus Groups (Data Collection Approach #3)
Conducting a focus group was the third method of data collection used to gather data
about participants' experiences of the phenomenon (see Appendix J). Focus groups are
interviews with multiple members participating versus one-on-one interviews. Focus groups
were viable because the group dynamic contributes to a mutual interpretation of the research
questions (Gay et al., 2009). A focus group allowed the researcher to obtain a group view of the
upper-grade teaching experience while collecting individual responses. The researcher aimed to
ensure that all voices are heard, and everyone's experiences were shared during the focus group.
A 90-minute focus group was designed during this study to gather additional data based
on the themes from the preliminary data analysis of the one-on-one interviews and the journal
prompts. The questions for the focus group were tweaked based on the data from the one-on-one
interviews and journal prompt analysis. Using the data analyzed from the interviews and journal
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prompts provided me (the researcher) with an opportunity to provide follow-up questions that
deepen the exploration of the educators' experiences with the phenomenon (Patton, 2002).
For this research study, there were 8 participants for the focus group consistent with
researchers who suggest that an average focus group contains 5 to 10 participants with the norm
being about 8 people (Brown, 2018; Hennink, 2007; Osborn, 1953). A semi-structured interview
protocol was employed, with all participants encouraged to answer (Gay et al., 2009).
The focus group interview followed a similar format as one-on-one interviews. However,
the group was given a date and time based on the majority. Once the date and time was
solidified, a Zoom meeting with meeting ID and password was created. On the day of the Zoom
meeting, all participants waited in the waiting room until the focus group time. The camera and
microphone features were disabled. Upon entering the Zoom meeting, participants were made
aware of the disabled features. To ensure that participants’ responses could be audio recorded,
the microphone feature was enabled however, no video recording took place. The participants
were asked to confirm their consent to be audio recorded by placing yes or no in the chat box.
The chat box was saved to record responses. While Zoom was the platform used to host the focus
group, Otter AI was used to audio record and transcribe the session. Recording the focus group
allowed for an accurate account of the speaker and ensure that what was said was accurately
captured during transcription. Again, the questions planned for the focus group were the results
from the preliminary data analysis of the one-on-one interviews and journal prompts about
experiences. Therefore, I requested the liberty to adjust the focus group questions depending on
data analysis from the other data points to delve deeper into the educators' experience with the
phenomenon. However, preliminary focus group questions were included in the initial proposal
(See Below).
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Focus Group Questions
1. Introductions: Who are you and what grade(s) do you teach? How long have you been an
English Language Arts (ELA) teacher? CRQ
2. Share your experiences with how the district-designed curriculum helps with supporting
struggling readers using morphological awareness. How does the curriculum resources
(e.g., adopted textbooks) support your implementation of reading strategies such as
morphological awareness to aid in helping your below grade level readers achieve
reading comprehension? CRQ
3. What are your experiences with the curriculum, using grammar, meaning making, and
spelling through morphology, support struggling upper elementary readers? SQ 1, SQ2,
& SQ3
4. What experiences have you had with professional development through your school that
supports your efficacy towards helping with teaching struggling readers? What
collaborative communities are provided at the school level to support teachers with
teaching struggling readers to read in the upper grades? SQ4
5. What experiences have you had with professional development through your district that
support your efficacy in making connections between morphological awareness
instruction and other components of reading to promote comprehension skills? SQ4
6. Is there anything else related to the topic that you would like to add? SQ4
Question one was designed to provide participants with an opportunity to get acquainted
with each other and to help everyone become comfortable with each other. Questions two and
three focused on teacher efficacy toward using key components to promote word recognition and
comprehension. Questions four and five solicited responses for school and district-level support
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offered for teachers who have struggling adolescent readers. When teachers are supported and
understand why strategies are important and how to implement them, then students are more
likely to be successful. For this reason, administrators play an important role in ensuring that the
appropriate school-level resources are available. Wijekumar et al. (2019) found that the nonexistence of “systematic support structures within schools, lack of PD that provides strong and
sustainable change” contributes to teachers' lack of consistency with employing best practices
during reading classes and lack of knowledge (p. 18). Question six was designed to provide
teachers with an opportunity to share information on the topic that the questions may not have
evoked.
Focus Group Data Analysis Plan (Data Analysis Plan #3)
The process for analyzing the focus group data was consistent with the analysis from the
one-on-one interviews. The difference was that I analyzed the data from a group perspective
(Breen, 2006). The focus group recording and transcript were saved in the Otter app. I reviewed
the transcript to ensure that it contained verbatim what each participant said. Additionally, I had
to ensure that the correct pseudonym was matched to the number assigned by Otter AI. While
Moustakas (1994) recommended this analytical method for interviews, it warrants the same
attention for focus groups as this information was consolidated with the other data. As noted by
Moustakas (1994), the first step in the process was epoché which required me to document my
reflections on my experiences with the topic as well as any lingering thoughts that may interfere
with the analysis. I then read the transcripts and coded the teacher responses. I selected to use in
vivo (yellow), emotion (blue), and value (green) coding methods. I then used the collective
responses from the group to determine invariants as well as new information that emerged. I
also noted those areas where educators agreed and disagreed with each other’s perspective as
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well as shifts in a participant’s perspective. Based on the information, I identified descriptive
themes as well. Additionally, I developed descriptions, textual and structural, that were
composed into an explanation of the phenomenon. This information was used for triangulation in
the data synthesis.
Data Synthesis
Triangulation of all the data points was needed to synthesize the totality of the data
presented through the three collection methods. Triangulation concerns utilizing multiple data
points to produce a complete understanding of the phenomenon under research study (Creswell
& Poth, 2018; Denzin, 1970; Patton, 2002). Triangulation also strengthens the credibility of this
research (Yilmaz, 2013). Since I had individually analyzed all the data collection measures by
this point, I manually consolidated all three data points into one cohesive collection of themes
using data-source triangulation and thematic analysis. I selected data-source triangulation
because it concerns “the comparison of data relating to the same phenomenon but deriving from
different phases of fieldwork, different points of respondent validation, the accounts of different
participants involved in the setting” (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007, p. 183). A thematic
analysis is a way of viewing, scrutinizing, and recording patterns in data (Braun & Clark, 2006).
As a basis for my data-source triangulation, I used my research questions as a foundation
to determine the validity of the phenomenon under investigation. I used open coding to compare
the emerging themes across the data collection points, looking for similarities, patterns, and
differences (Saldana, 2021). Additionally, I determined the number of times a theme occurred
and looked for those outlier themes. I also ascertained whether new themes emerged based on the
collective analysis of all three data points. Thereafter, I confirmed the theoretical connections
with the themes and how the themes addressed my research questions. This determination was
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done by organizing the themes categorically using my research questions as the basis. Finally, I
drew conclusions based on the collective analysis of educators’ experiences with the
phenomenon, morphological awareness.
Trustworthiness
Trustworthiness is to qualitative research what validity is to quantitative research.
“Trustworthiness in a qualitative inquiry aims to support the argument that the inquiry’s findings
are worth paying attention to” (Elo et al., 2014, p. 2). For a qualitative study to be trustworthy, it
must contain four vital components: credibility, dependability, transferability, and
confirmability.
Credibility
Credibility denotes the researcher's ability to accurately reflect the true essence of the
data collected and its findings (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). This was important as the information
presented needed to reflect the true meaning of what the participants were trying to convey and
communicate. Therefore, one strategy for ensuring credibility was through the triangulation of
the data that was collected during this research. The data collection methods consisted of
interviews, focus groups, and journal prompts. The information collected from these data points
captured the essence of teacher experiences with morphological awareness and struggling
readers in upper elementary grades. The emergence of themes were established when the
researcher combines multiple data points or experiences of the participants, leading to the study's
validation (Creswell & Creswell, 2018).
Prior to conducting the study, I solicited an audit of the interview questions using reading
experts to ensure that the questions were appropriate and captured the essence of the experiences
of the participants. Further, the questions were revised based on the results of the audit. The
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revised questions were used with educators who were not a part of the study to determine the
quality of the questions and to receive feedback. This was another way that I planned to ensure
credibility to this study.
Another method that ensured credibility was member checking (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
Participants had an opportunity to review portions of the research, specifically their transcripts
from their one-on-one interviews, to ensure that what was captured was in the “spirit” of how it
was intended to be communicated. Finally, the use of rich, thick descriptions was employed to
provide the reader of the research with details that allow them to understand the components of
the study. The setting, participants, and procedures portions were developed with details to
provide a step-by-step directive for how I will approach this study in those areas.
Transferability
Another component of validity in a qualitative study is transferability. Transferability is
the ability to replicate the study in any given situation, provided that there are explicit details
outlined in the study. For this reason, a thick, detailed description was necessary to solidify
validity. A rich, thick description allows the readers of the study to determine if the discoveries
noted in the study can be conducted within their context (Korstjen & Moser, 2018). My goal for
documenting how I would choose the setting, select the participants, and establish the procedures
was provided in detail. This helped readers interested in the study follow the steps necessary to
replicate the study in the same or different context.
Dependability
Other trustworthy features to ensure the validity of a qualitative inquiry are dependability
and confirmability. “Dependability refers to the stability of data over time and under different
conditions” (Elo et al., 2014, p. 4). Dependability speaks to the understanding that the result
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should be consistent and produce the same outcome no matter the situation or participants. An
audit trail was a valuable strategy for ensuring dependability and was used in this study. The
audit trail consisted of the reflexive journal and the data collection, analysis, and findings. The
reflexive journal was a key component of my role as a researcher. The goal of the journal entries
were for me to document my thoughts and reflect on aspects of the study to ensure that my own
personal biases and preferences were in check. I provided weekly entries to capture my thoughts.
Before the data analysis, I was sure to empty my thoughts about the study into the journal so that
the analysis of the data would not be skewed by my personal experiences with the phenomenon.
Confirmability
Confirmability indicates the objectivity of the findings of the data in that the
“interpretation should not be based on your particular preferences and viewpoints but needs to be
grounded in the data” (Korstjens & Moser, 2018, p. 122). To ensure that these attributes were
evidence, the researcher utilized a reflexive journal. Through reflexive journaling, the researcher
had an opportunity to make visible biases and other preferences that are left out of studies
(Creswell & Poth, 2018). Equally, this allowed me to speak to my own experiences that may
influence the interpretation and perspective of the study. The reflexive journal was a crucial
artifact for establishing an audit trail for dependability.
Ethical Considerations
The goal of the researcher was to ensure that there are minimal to no risks to participants
involved in this study. Therefore, the first course of action concerned receiving the appropriate
approval from the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at Liberty University before beginning any
data collection. This was consistent with qualitative experts (Creswell & Poth, 2018). The next
safeguard towards protecting participants was to receive approval through the school district to
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solicit teachers. The informed consent form also provided key information to participants
regarding the study and an understanding that participants had the autonomy to halt their
participation in the study at any time (Gay et al., 2009). Further ethical consideration for this
study was to place the confidentiality of the school district and the participants as a priority.
Another ethical consideration concerned providing a pseudonym for the school district
and participants in this study. Because the researcher welcomed open and candid responses
during the interviews and focus group, ensuring that the identity of the participants was held in
the strictest of confidentiality and was critical. All documents were sent via a secure email using
Virtu, a secure email add-on that allowed senders to send and receive documents confidentially.
All data collected from participants were stored in the researcher’s private Google drive which
was password protected. Any recordings collected via a recording device were stored in a private
undisclosed location. Upon completion of the research study, all documents will be shredded and
disposed of securely. All recordings will be deleted from the recording device permanently.
Another key ethical consideration that is often overlooked concerns appropriate citations
within this study. To ensure the integrity of this research study and to prevent potential and
unintentional plagiarism, all sources were cited within this dissertation manuscript and provided
in the references portion of the study. I also hired an editor to ensure the appropriate use of
citations and American Psychological Association (APA) formatting. Additionally, it was
imperative that any tools used in this study, that were not my own, will be credited to the creator
and credited appropriately (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
Summary
This chapter aimed to provide context regarding the specific processes for the methods
that will be employed in this study. The chapter outlines the study's design, a reiteration of the
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research questions, and the proposed setting, and the target participants. The recruitment efforts
and the attainment of informed consent were identified. Step-by-step procedures were outlined to
provide the reader with how this study would be conducted and carried out once all approvals are
attained. This chapter also spells out pilot initiatives to ensure quality regarding the interview
questions and strengthen the trustworthiness of the study. Another vital element of this chapter is
data collection, of which interviews, a focus group, and participant journals (or diaries) were
chosen. The data analysis portion of the chapter employs Moustakas's (1994) analysis of
participants' experiences to extract themes that speak to the phenomenon. Finally, two essential
features of this chapter focus on ensuring that this study is trustworthy and how I can guarantee
that ethical considerations are infused throughout this study. Finally, my role as the researcher
was also defined to support an unbiased study.
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CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS
Overview
This transcendental phenomenological study aims to describe upper elementary school
teachers’ lived experiences about the use of morphological awareness to support struggling
readers. The data collected through interviews, journal prompts, and focus groups have been
analyzed and will provide the basis for the findings of this chapter. This chapter provides a table
and a brief synopsis of each participant. Next, a comprehensive thematic and sub-thematic
breakdown of the data analysis, with explicit in vivo citations from the participants, will be
included. Further, this chapter will encompass the discoveries related to outlier data. Lastly,
participant in vivo responses will be used to identify the links between the participants’ lived
experiences and the research question and sub-questions.
Participants
With the school principals ' permission, I executed an initial solicitation of participants
through email. This effort resulted in about 70 sent recruitment emails. Out of that, one educator
responded. Because emailing alone proved ineffective, I began calling and emailing principals,
other administrators (i.e., assistant principals), and teachers for recommendations from the
schools I received permission. As a result of this effort, ten more educators volunteered to
participate in this study. In total, 11 educators participated in this study, all females of varying
ages. The participants hold Advanced Professional teaching certificates, which solidifies the
requirement for the ancillary reading coursework. The participants were current reading
educators and supported struggling students in fourth through sixth grades. The teachers spanned
the school district to account for diverse experiences with struggling readers. Participants'
demographics are captured in Table 1 below.
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Table 1
Teacher Participants
Teacher
Participant*

Years
Taught

Highest Degree Earned

Content Area

Angela

9

Masters

Reading Language
Arts

5th

Charlotte

14

Education Specialist

Reading Language
Arts

5th

Crystal

28

Masters

Reading Language
Arts

6th

Francesca

28

Masters

Reading Language
Arts

5th

Kathy

23

Masters

Reading Language
Arts

6th

Myra

17

Masters

Pamela

12

Masters

Shaunae

14

Masters

Simone

20

Masters

Reading Language
Arts

5th

Stephanie

21

Doctorate

Reading Language
Arts

5th

Terry

13

Masters

Reading Language
Arts

5th

*Pseudonyms

Reading Language
Arts
Reading Language
Arts
Reading Language
Arts

Grade
Level

4th
5th
5th
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Angela
Angela is a fifth grade reading teacher who has been in education for nine years. As a
native of New York, she began her formal education in New York, where she obtained a
bachelor’s degree in English. Angela also has a master’s degree in Elementary Education. She
began her teaching career in New York. She attributes her degree in English and her assignment
as a RELA educator to her love of reading. She attributes her success as an influential fifth grade
RELA teacher to a reading specialist that supported her when she was a second grade teacher.
She believes her success with struggling readers is due to her consistent use of small group
instruction.
Charlotte
Charlotte is a 14 year veteran of teaching who currently teaches 5th grade. She began her
teaching experience as a special education teacher. As she continued her education journey, she
noticed that her assignments were in departmentalized classes where she taught reading and
social studies. She stated that she “sort of stepped into her niche.” A social studies background
allowed her to draw on her Africana studies experience and thus support her students with
reading for enjoyment during social studies. As a lifelong learner, she wants to pursue formal
education as a library media specialist to “be in the actual library” because of her love and
passion for reading.
Crystal
Crystal has been in the field of education for 28 years, beginning her journey in West
Virginia. She has taught almost every grade level between elementary and middle school. She
found herself hovering around sixth grade, which is what she currently teaches. She attributes her
success in helping struggling readers to her ability to draw from her skills in teaching primary
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grades. As she shared her experiences, she kept dear to her a student who struggled to read but
made it to high school graduation; he came back to acknowledge that she was the reason for his
success.
Francesca
Francesca is a third-generation educator who observed reading in her household as a
child. Although educators within her family influenced her, she shared that she did not learn to
read "until the summer of fourth grade." However, not having the reading skills until late in her
elementary school experience is why she says she developed a "big attraction for reading." She
never wanted her students to experience what she experienced as she could relate to their
struggles as readers. She has taught many grades in her 28 years of experience, including
Reading Recovery, and she currently teaches reading to fifth graders. She shared a story of a fifth
grade student whose disruptive behavior resulted from his inability to read. Drawing on her
personal experiences and previous experiences with teaching younger grades, she was able to
help him soar as a reader.
Kathy
Twenty-three years ago, Kathy began her teaching career educating a combination class
of kindergarten and first-grade students as a special educator. She then moved into teaching
upper elementary grade level students through the avenue of summer tutoring. Her exceptional
skill prompted her administrator to assign her to a combination class of fourth and fifth graders.
Kathy now teaches sixth grade and has done so for many years. In addition to teaching in the
classroom, she serves as the reading chair for third through sixth grades. Kathy shared that it is
frustrating to see students continue to progress through the grades and lack reading skills by sixth
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grade. However, she believes that her resourcefulness allows her to support her struggling
readers.
Myra
Myra is a fourth grade reading educator who believes that a divine experience with a
child at church gave her the sign that she was called to teach. While she has taught almost all
grades and all subjects as a general education teacher in the same elementary school for 17 years,
her experiences led her to the opportunity to teach 4th grade, which she has been doing for 3
years. She stated that “kids are drawn to me,” which attributes to her success as a teacher.
Pamela
Pamela is a 12-year veteran educator who teaches a 5th-grade RELA class. She holds a
master's degree in curriculum and instruction. She shared that she loves teaching reading and
believes she is good at it. She stated:
The reason why I am good at it is because as a student, I struggled to read, and I
struggled, you know, with the comprehension and remembering what I read and things
like that. And so, I feel like I'm better able to understand my struggling readers because
I've been in their shoes.
Because of her experiences with a large ELL population and students with IEPs, she shared that
she is equipped to support them when they struggle to read.
Shaunae
Shaunae began her teaching career 14 years ago as a reading teacher. Although she has
taught math and other grade levels, she currently teaches 5th graders as a reading and social
studies teacher. She finds that her formal education in social studies helps her to support her
students with reading as social studies require “a lot of reading.” She enjoys kids and finds it
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rewarding “when I see them learning and enjoying what we are working on in class, so, I’m in it
for the long haul.”
Simone
Simone came into teaching as a career changer, leaving her role as a software engineer
after 11 years. She felt she wanted more opportunities to give back to her community, so she
decided to become a teacher. Simone began as a fifth grade teacher, and after thinking she would
loop with her fifth graders to sixth grade in middle school, she wound up staying at the
elementary school level as a fifth grade teacher. Up to this point, she continues to teach 5th grade
and has 20 years of experience. She shared:
I love it. I'll never make the pay that I did working in IT. But likewise, I can't imagine
doing anything else. So, I really do love what I do. I love working with children. So, it's
tough work, but I don't mind doing it.
She has a master's degree in curriculum and instruction.
Stephanie
Stephanie, a native of the U.S. Virgin Islands, holds three degrees in education, one of
which is a doctoral degree in curriculum and instruction. She shared that she is "literally a
literacy fanatic" and that she loves to read. She started her reading career in the U.S. Virgin
Islands, teaching kindergarten for 13 years. A new job opportunity for her husband was the
catalyst for her to become a teacher in the school district. She taught primary grades for a while
and looped with her third graders. She shared that she was apprehensive about teaching in a
testing grade but stated, "but when I put my mind to do something, I am that person who is going
to do whatever it takes to be successful, even though it's challenging." After some time, she
switched schools, and it is at her current school where she teaches fifth grade RELA. Although
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she was apprehensive about teaching fifth grade, she said, "I took it on. And this is the best grade
ever."
Terry
Terry developed a love for teaching from her early experiences as a daycare teacher. As
fate would have it, her experience with preparing young students for grade school led her to
further her education to prepare to teach elementary school. After pursuing an advanced degree
in special education, she started her classroom journey as a creative arts teacher, with lasted for
one school year. Her heart for special education guided her to relocate to a new state where she
taught special education. After five years, she moved to fifth grade and has continued in that
grade level.
Results
The information gathered provides insight into this study's central research question:
"How do upper elementary school educators describe their experiences with morphological
awareness instruction to support struggling readers?" The three data collection methods (one-onone interviews, journal prompts, and a focus group) allowed me to collect rich data. The data
collected consisted of 11 one-on-one interviews, 10 returned journals with prompts, and 1 focus
group composed of 8 educators. I triangulated the data to produce themes from the overall data
(see Table 2). This procedure allowed for the development of textual descriptions that enabled
commentary on the participants' experiences. Moreover, I assigned in vivo codes to each of the
data points. The verbatim, inductive coding resulted in the development of descriptive themes
which encapsulated the essence of the teachers' experiences. As a transcendental
phenomenological study, extracting the phenomenon's essence was executed by determining
which statements from the data provided meaningful accounts of the educators' experiences.
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Table 2
In Vivo Codes, Themes, Sub-Themes and Related Research Questions

In Vivo Codes
consistency, assessing
students, scaffolding
learning, simplify
process, daily practice,
one-on-one support,
small group instruction

Major Themes
Instructional
Practices/Interventions

Sub-Theme(s)
Differentiation
Grouping
Individualization
Assessments

students lack
motivation, confidence,
students’ interest,
learning styles,
building relationships
and trust,
interactive games,
resource journals,
graphic organizers,
flash cards, worksheets,
anchor charts, word
walls, engaging texts,
Words Their Way,
district curriculum

Student Engagement

Student Motivation
• Building
Community
• Student Learning
Styles
Student Resources

Unlock unknown
words, breakdown
meaning, modeling,
building sentences,
making connections,
context clues, chunking
parts, using phonics,
word study, meaning of
affixes, word work,
spelling, annotation

Instructional Strategies

personal professional
development, college
experiences, prior
teaching assignments,
collaboration with
peers, ask for support,
exercise patience

Teacher Effectiveness

Research
Questions
CR, SQ4

CR, SQ1,
SQ2, SQ3,
SQ4

Decoding Words
Developing
Comprehension Skills

CR, SQ1,
SQ2, SQ3,
SQ4

Helping Students
Write

Teacher Experiences
• Past
Experiences
• Collaboration
• Professional
Development

CR, SQ4
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Theme 1: Instructional Practices/Interventions
The upper elementary grade school educators' experiences supporting struggling readers
included a wealth of instructional practices and interventions they used to help their students
with reading using morphological awareness. These practices and interventions all encompass
differentiated instruction. Differentiated instruction concerns an educator's ability to respond to
students' needs through "respectful tasks, flexible grouping, and ongoing assessment and
adjustment that focus on content, process, or product and is based on students' readiness,
interests, and learning profile" (Tomlinson, 1999, p. 15). Participant Stephanie stated, "It is
imperative to know your students and find methods or strategies that best suit that student's
specific needs."
Sub-Theme 1: Differentiation
The participants overwhelmingly stated in many ways the importance of differentiating
instruction to meet the needs of their students. Consistent through those experiences were the use
of small groups, individualized instruction, and assessments to provide differentiated instruction
for students. Participant Pamela noted:
I tend to approach… treat everyone like they have an individualized lesson, education
plan…I use the IEPs and the ESOL strategies to actually support everyone, you know…
whether you’re gen ed or not the same way… I’m going to do small groups. I’m going to
provide differentiated assignments. I’m going to provide as much support as I can for
them to learn the things that they need to learn.
Sub-Theme 2: Grouping
One of the primary instructional practices educators found helpful in supporting
struggling adolescent readers was small groups. The educators, across all data points, believed
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small groups were vital for helping struggling readers. Small groups were noted as a way to
provide intensive strategies designed to cater to the specific needs of students. Participant Angela
stated, “small group instruction is really important… I can work with them where their strengths
are and meet them where they are because if the work is too hard, then they will shut down.”
Experiences with small groups also allowed educators like Stephanie to monitor students’
progress. She indicated that she can “take running records and keep an eye on students as they
apply the strategies they have been taught to decode words.” Participant Pamela said in her
journal response, “My most successful experience is when I was able to pull a small group of
students consistently and work on reading strategies with text that was at their instructional
level.”
Sub-Theme 3: Individualization
Individualization also permeated through the experiences of the participants when
discussing their struggling students. Many participants noted that the use of one-on-one
instruction provided opportunities for success because they found that many of their adolescent
struggling readers were on reading levels as low as kindergarten. As a result of her experiences
with below-grade level students, Participant Simone recommended educators to “work one-onone with the student to ensure their undivided attention and to mitigate any embarrassment that
they [the student] might feel in front of their peers.” During the focus group, Participant Kathy
stated that all children should have an Individualized Education Plan (IEP) “because it holds us
[teachers] accountable.”
Sub-Theme 4: Assessments
The participants’ recollection of their experiences with implementing appropriate
interventions for their struggling adolescent readers was due to assessments. The educators
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shared that assessments provided them with the necessary information to determine which
instructional approach or intervention would be most effective. Participant Francesca stated, “I
think the closest thing to a pure running record was the DRA (Developmental Reading
Assessment).” Working with a fifth grade student, she further noted that the student was in
special education and started on a DRA 2. By the time she worked with the student, he was
between a DRA 10-12, and the student was motivated to grow further in his reading ability.
Participant Kathy stated that she conducts running records for her sixth grade struggling readers
to determine the appropriate interventions. She said, “We [sixth grade educators in elementary
school] don’t get a lot of intervention that sixth grade middle school gets because the
intervention in middle school is a class.”
The use of spelling inventories was mentioned by educators who use Words Their Way, a
word study system for building spelling and vocabulary. The spelling inventory allows educators
to see where students are to provide the appropriate word sort activity to build students’
knowledge of words and patterns. Participant Charlotte stated in her interview:
I feel like when I’m doing spelling inventories with the Words Their Way groups, some
are ready for those base words in adding on the prefixes and suffixes and breaking the
words apart, and then you have some kids who are more focused on word families.
Similarly, Participant Francesca said in her interview, “One school I worked in, we used the
series Words Their Way for a whole year, looking at spelling inventories, and then looking at
kids’ growth over time.”
Theme 2: Student Engagement
The essence of educators’ experiences involves the student as the center of learning
experiences. As educators expounded on their experiences, the nature of student engagement was
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developed around codes focused on motivating students, learning styles, and using appropriate
materials and resources. In all three data points, the educators continually expressed the need to
ensure that every interaction with struggling readers engages the students in learning. According
to Crystal, “Engagement is key.”
Sub-Theme 1: Student Motivation
Most notably, student engagement responses consisted of motivational considerations
through building a community and trust. In her journal response, Participant Simone noted:
My most effective experience with a struggling upper elementary student
began with realizing that the student lacked confidence, motivation, and skills
to read on grade level. The first order of business was to develop a relationship
of trust and to ensure that the student could make significant gains… The
student improved an entire grade level before the year was up and began to
share with me that she’d begun to read at home on her own. She was visibly
proud of her accomplishments and began to participate in class and excitedly
share with me how she was enjoying her new book.
The most effective way to motivate students, according to Participant Myra was through
community. She shared, “I try to form a community in my classroom where it’s not always on
the teacher, but we can always help each other… Yeah, it’s a pretty supportive class.” She then
shares an example of a student who called himself “dumb.” The students immediately corrected
the negative words and provided positive affirmations to their peer; the teacher stated that “he
felt the support.” Consistent with building classroom community was getting to know the
students. Therefore, teachers experienced another significant aspect of engaging and motivating
students: understanding their learning styles.
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The participants in this study stressed the importance of using students' learning styles to
provide instruction that helps students understand reading concepts. For this reason, Participant
Crystal stated during her interview, "I like getting a learning style inventory at the beginning of
the year." She gave an example of an auditory learner. She shared that he was not paying
attention because he was not looking directly at her; at least, that was her perception. She noted
that she learned it was not about her but the student. That experience showed her that "the sky
was the limit" because she understood her students' needs. Understanding how readers learn
helped these educators with choosing appropriate learning resources.
Sub-Theme #2: Student Resources
Overall, the educators provided a wealth of tools and resources they use to help their
struggling readers. About a quarter of the participants had special education backgrounds.
However, Participant Shaunae discussed at length how she relied on her special education
colleagues to provide resources and support as she worked with her struggling students.
Specifically, she shared her experience using technological support to aid her struggling readers.
She noted in her journal prompt, "I have been using Talk and Comment – Voice Notes
Anywhere app to add audio to all of my assignments. For example, I record myself reading titles,
directions, and assignment items and add them as a link to most tasks." Consistent with
Shaunae’s account was Participant Charlotte, she stated that supporting struggling readers is
"kind of like a two-pronged approach, you know, audio in addition to having the actual written
word." Providing students with access to learning through reading materials was critical to the
participating educators. Participant Stephanie wrote in her journal response that it is necessary to
provide struggling adolescent readers with “high-interest books.” Similarly, Participant Charlotte
noted that “students LOVE graphic novels.” Participant Francesca stated that adolescent readers
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already know that they struggle to read, so “finding text that engages them at the appropriate
level… titles and the visual look of the text is important.”
Another vital resource that emerged from the experience of the educators was
environmental resources in the form of word walls and anchor charts. Participant Terry discussed
having two word walls in her classroom at length. She said:
We have two different word walls. We have a grade-level word wall, and then we have a
“sight word” word wall as well… that word wall is called most commonly or frequently
used words… it helps build their confidence that it’s not a sight word you would see or
hear in second or first grade… These are just words that we commonly or frequently use.
Consistently, Participant Charlotte expressed:
I have had a word wall in my classroom for the last couple of years. They [district
reading office] don’t want it to be full. They actually want it to be like the word part. And
it’s amazing how it really sticks in their [the students] mind as you break down the word.
Other educators used classroom charts with important information for students to
reference when needed. Participant Shaunae said during her interview, “I’ve had anchor charts in
the classroom they [students] may refer to.” Having these visuals in the classroom effectively
supported students in growing their vocabulary. For example, Participant Crystal said during her
interview that she uses the essential vocabulary from morphological lessons and creates an
anchor chart. Specifically, she highlighted:
We take words that are indicative to what’s going on in the text that we are going to be
reading and we take and break them apart. So, there is an anchor chart that stays posted in
the room for the quarter and it has those prefix columns. It has basic roots… And I like to
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remind students that if you learn these, then you will know 1000s upon 1000s of new
words… because re- is re- whether it is in remember or recover or redo.
Another vital resource that permeated the participant responses was the use of resource
journals. Three participants consistently used journals to support students around morphological
concepts and vocabulary. Participant Myra referenced writing journals as she discussed how she
has students write the meaning of prefixes and suffixes. Similarly, Participant Charlotte said that
she uses binders and "basically it is full of resources. And so literally, I kind of give them a
couple of pages with the most basic common prefixes, suffixes, affixes that they can refer back
to." Helping to build readers' vocabulary is how Participant Crystal used her journals. She stated:
The intent for keeping a vocabulary journal is for morphology charts. There is a section
for each quarter… so you can go back anytime to look at those prefixes, bases, and
roots… but also add new words that you encounter that you don’t know today, put them
in your vocabulary journal. See if you can break them down using our word morphology
chart…I think students are more successful with breakdown words when they are given
purposeful lessons on word parts… then they make the vocabulary notebook a part of
who they are. I’ve had students come back and say, “Mrs. Crystal you know I needed my
vocabulary notebook and thank you for making me add the vocabulary words because it
came in handy when I needed something.”
Another prevalent resource that emerged as educators spoke about their experiences was
graphic organizers. Several of the educators talked about how they use graphic organizers to
support their students with learning words and with writing. Having a special education
background, educator Terry wrote in a journal entry that “I supported a student with writing the
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parts of an essay utilizing a modified graphic organizer. The organizer supported the study by
providing organization and direction for their writing.”
Theme 3: Instructional Strategies
The educators extensively discussed their instructional strategies to support their
struggling readers. Interwoven throughout the data points was the realization that adolescent
readers are struggling at alarming below-level rates. Participant Stephanie wrote in her journal
prompt, "A challenging experience I had with helping a struggling upper elementary reader was
when my student was unable to use strategies that should have been mastered in the primary
classes to decode unknown words." Consequently, the educators resoundingly said that they had
to be knowledgeable about strategies that would impact the reading deficit of many of their
students. Accordingly, they focused on their low-performing readers, whether they were English
Language Learners, SPED, or just low readers. Throughout the data, these educators did not care
about the student's status; their goal was to help children become fluent readers. Based on the
codes that emerged for the theme, Instructional Strategies, the following sub-themes surfaced:
(1) decoding words, (2) developing comprehension skills, and (3) helping students write.
Sub-Theme 1: Decoding Words
Overwhelming and surprisingly, the educators used some sort of phonics or phonological
awareness strategy to support their adolescents who struggle with reading. Many of them spoke
at length about how their prior teaching experience allowed them to execute the use of
phonological strategies to assist their struggling upper elementary grade level readers. There
were multiple ways that participants said that they help students decode. For example, during the
focus group, when asked what primary skills students needed to be successful readers in upper
elementary grade, Participant Angela asserted:
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For me, it would be for them to practice, you know, phonics and those decoding skills,
because they need those in order to be able to comprehend text, you can’t comprehend
text, if you’re trying to decode what a whole paragraph says. You lost the meaning
because you’re trying to decode those words.
One of the first ways was by chunking words. Specifically, Participant Terry said during her
interview, “In some cases with students, we have to work on blending, chunking, even just
recognizing compound words…when we put those two words together, they make one word.”
Another strategy an educator spoke about was using analogies to help struggling readers
decode words. Using analogies concerns the ability to use known word parts to determine the
unknown word. For example, it is assumed that if a child knows the word part -un, then they can
know run, sun, and fun. Participant Francesca said in her interview, “I like to use a lot of
analogies like going from the words that they know to what they don’t know.”
An additional approach that educators spoke about was knowing word parts when
decoding multisyllabic words. Teachers said a lot about how they helped their students by
helping them understand affixes (prefixes and suffixes). One important thing that educators
understood was the importance of students recognizing prefixes, suffixes, and base words.
Participant Angela believed that “morphological awareness is extremely helpful with breaking
down the word and origins and other things like prefixes and suffixes… especially for upper
grades… they’re able to make more words once they learn a base word.”
Sub-Theme 2: Developing Comprehension Skills
Another sub-theme that emerged regarding instructional strategies was developing
students’ comprehension skills. Although decoding words is critical, the participants also
discussed how vital it was for them to help students understand the text they read. One crucial
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component for building students’ comprehension was vocabulary and word study. Educators
expressed that they implemented some form of word study to help students understand and break
down words to build their capacity to decipher the meaning. Participant Myra noted:
They have to understand the meaning of words. So, we, like if it’s a smaller word,
especially if it has a prefix or suffix on there, we kind of focus in on the meaning of the
word. We’ll do like a brainstorm of the possible meanings of that particular root word.
The next idea that emerged under the theme of building comprehension skills was using
context clues. Context clues involve the information within a passage surrounding a word used to
aid in helping students identify a word’s definition (Savage, 1998). Participants Terry, Crystal,
and Stephanie discussed through their interviews and journal prompts the importance of teaching
students to use context clues. Terry wrote in her journal that her most challenging experience
with a struggling reader consisted of the following:
The context clues strategies I utilize with the student was, first stop and reread the
sentence. Pay attention to the words that come before and after the unfamiliar word.
Identify the context clues. Ask yourself, what clues can you gather to help you determine
the word’s meaning? Make an educated guess about the word’s meaning. Check your
guess in context. Read the sentence again, substituting your definition for the unknown
word. Lastly, ask yourself does it make sense?
Comparably, Crystal asserted during her interview:
The more you expose to word parts and have them make connections, that it [prefixes]
means the same no matter what the word is, then hopefully they can make a connection
that I can break this word apart. I have enough that I can then go back and find context
clues that I can figure the word out.”
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Similarly, Stephanie wrote in her journal that her most effective experience with struggling
readers concerns “having the student use context clues to make sense of what is being read.”
Based on the district curriculum, teachers spoke a lot about annotating text to support
struggling readers with comprehension. Annotating text involves the student’s ability to code
text in a way that shows what is significant in a text or what they may not understand (Lynch,
2021). Participant Francesca described annotated texts, “As students get older, annotating the
text makes it easier to understand when there is heavy content.” However, Participant Kathy
expressed during the focus group the implications of having students annotate the text. For
example, she asserted:
Struggling readers in my sixth-grade class are on a kindergarten level, and the modified
text for the lesson in the curriculum is fourth grade. So, when I tell students to annotate
text, do they really understand what I mean? When I tell them to highlight, do they really
know what they are highlighting, and are they really able to make inferences and draw
conclusions?
Sub-Theme 3: Helping Students Write and Spell
The participants expressed the implications of struggling students not only being about
breaking down words to read but also translating that understanding into writing and spelling.
Participant Terry stated during the focus group:
I think what has happened between the last five years is that we focus more on the
conventions of language, especially with writing. Not so much of the morphological it's
just the convention like word choice, transition words, pronouns. We're not breaking
down words. I mean, well, the last three years or so, I know they added in the prefixes
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and whatnot. But it's all about the language convention because we're hitting those
writing standards. But that's not what our struggling readers need.
As the educators considered their experiences helping their students with writing, two
educators were not proponents of rote spelling lists and assignments. Instead, they championed
teaching spelling patterns and rules to support students with reading and writing words.
Participant Francesca stated during her interview:
When you buy into an anthology, and everybody's using the spelling list, you're at a loss
because there are those kids that didn't get the short vowel. Now you're trying to give
them the long vowel and compare the two, and they're totally confused.
Analogously, Participant Kathy asserted that during her interview, she consulted with educators
about how they teach spelling. She stated that the teachers used spelling tests and had students
write 10 times the words they did not get right. Kathy further probed the educators about the
need for teaching the spelling pattern and syllables instead. During the focus group, Kathy
shared, "We don't do spelling tests. We teach the ‘quote-unquote’ spelling rule, if I notice a trend
in their writing then I could quickly teach like a, like a CVC, lesson real quick, or CVVC." On
the contrary, Participant Angela stated, “Sometimes, if I'm doing a spelling lesson, it's more like
the whole group because the whole class pretty much gets the same spelling list. But most of the
time, I use morphological awareness in small group instruction.”
Theme 4: Teacher Effectiveness
The educators in this study exuded a steadfast commitment to helping their struggling
readers. From leaning on other professionals to engaging in self-study, many of the educators
expressed that they were students of teaching and learning. Many of them have taken advantage
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of district professional development offerings, albeit few focused on morphological instruction
specifically and others are not very interesting.
Sub-Theme 1: Teacher Experiences
When considering the effectiveness of teachers’ ability to employ strategies and execute
instruction, teachers’ experiences consisted of three emerging areas, (1) past experiences, (2)
collaboration, and (3) professional development.
Past Experiences. Past experiences played a highly significant role in the effectiveness
of the teachers. Many educators stated that their experiences in the primary grades and special
education contribute to their success as upper elementary school educators. It was clear that
educators helped students with the natural use of vocabulary through daily application.
Francesca, for example, gave an illustration of her students learning multiplication. She asserted:
Okay, you are teaching students multiplication, saying kids, we’re gonna learn
multiplication… now we will multiply. So, we multiply numbers. Let’s look at the prefix
multi-, and that means many. The more naturally you incorporate the vocabulary and
exposure to it, the better they are.
Additionally, most educators had experience as prior primary grade level teachers or
special education teachers. The essential skills and knowledge to build students' reading capacity
were evident. Kathy spoke extensively about her prior experience as a primary teacher, which
has proven invaluable to working with her sixth graders. She stated during her interview, "So if I
were teaching reading and have low students, let's be honest, if I did not teach primary, and you
told me to teach morphemes, first of all, what is that?"
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Collaboration. There was a sense of camaraderie around working with other educators
and professionals to help students grow as readers. Throughout the data collected, it was clear
that no teacher thought of themselves as an island, but rather that it took multiple people with
different vantage points and expertise to help students. Participant Shaunae stated during her
interview:
I really learned a lot from colleagues and people I work with… mostly, the SPED teacher
that I worked with this year, she taught me cognates… the SPED teacher next door, she
showed me how to modify assignments so that my students that struggled to read can
access them and do the same thing essentially that another student could do… So, a lot of
what I know to help struggling readers is from my school building… people that I’ve
worked with in the past, probably five to six years.
During the focus group, Participant Terry said:
I think as educators, I think we have so many resources in our buildings as far as
colleagues that we forget to use them, we forget to use essential teachers, our resource
teachers, even just across contents, or just grades… We can utilize each other because
Great Readers County provide a lot of professional development but sometimes it can be
boring, or I just need a different approach.
This statement leads us to another area that emerged from teachers’ experiences: professional
development.
Professional Development. The educators were clear about their need to have
professional development. However, most of the professional development was their personal
quest to learn more about teaching students to read. When asked about professional development
that shaped teachers' practice in supporting struggling readers, Participant Stephanie said, “I have
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done most of this on my own… I have subscriptions to several magazines, and one of them is
ASCD Reading Teacher and Engage New York is awesome!" Similarly, Participant Simone
asserted, "I tend to actually do my own study. There has not been a lot of PD for me as a fifthgrade teacher; maybe it occurs more in primary."
When asked about professional development specifically around morphological
awareness skills and strategies, 10 of the 11 educators noted that they had not had any training
around the concept. Kathy stated that she was able to get some morphological information from a
LETERS (Language Essentials for Teachers of Reading and Spelling) training. Other than that,
all educators noted that they could not say they had specific training on morphological
instruction and concepts. For example, Participant Pamela said:
Actually, I don’t feel like I’ve had any trainings other than when I was in my master’s
program. I just don’t feel like that’s something that’s really has a lot of emphasis put on it
when it comes to professional development, at least not in the intermediate grades.
Outlier Data and Findings
When reviewing the data points, there were a few outliers worth mentioning as they may
have implications for further research. One area an educator mentioned was working memory
and student retention of information. Another significant finding worth acknowledging was the
difference between sixth grade in elementary school and sixth grade in middle school. Finally,
the impact of the pandemic on struggling readers was significant to note from the data.
Outlier #1: The Brain and Working Memory
While research around the brain and memory is essential, 2 out of 10 participants
mentioned it as a consideration for supporting struggling readers using morphological awareness
strategies. For example, Simone, in discussing struggling readers noted:
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The deficit that comes to my mind is kids who struggle with working memory. They read
a paragraph, and I notice that by the end, they have just word called because they can’t
tell me about it. Word calling is a start, but reading is all about comprehension.
Relatedly, Charlotte discussed that struggling readers need “repetition because it’s not going to
stay in their long-term memory without it.”
Outlier #2: Sixth Grade in Elementary School versus Sixth Grade in Middle School
Although this study focused specifically on upper elementary grade level students,
Participant Kathy discussed in detail the difference in the interventions she has as a sixth-grade
elementary educator versus the interventions available at the middle school level. When asked
how she supports struggling readers, she said, “I’m, unfortunately, sixth grade elementary. So,
we don’t get a lot of intervention that sixth-grade middle school gets because intervention in
middle school is a class.”
Outlier #3: Implications of the Pandemic
The gap in learning due to the pandemic was an outlier considered as a cause for
struggling adolescent readers. During the focus group, Participant Kathy noted that students
currently in the intermediate grades were in primary grades where they were supposed to “learn
to read.” The vital point noted was that these students lacked basic phonics and phonemic
awareness skills. This, according to the educator, contributed to a significant reading deficit.
Research Question Responses
The primary purpose of this phenomenological study was to describe upper elementary
school educators’ experiences with morphological awareness instruction to support struggling
readers. From this thought, the central research question and the four sub-questions provided a
basis for allowing me to gather data that would unearth the essence of the educators’ experiences
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with this phenomenon. Importantly, sub-questions one through three were designed to amass
data that would shed light on the connection between the components of lexical quality
hypothesis (LQH) and supporting struggling readers through morphological strategies. As a
result, four major themes emerged: (1) instructional practices/interventions, (2) student
engagement, (3) instructional strategies, and (4) teacher effectiveness. These themes were the
catalyst for answering the research questions.
Central Research Question
The central question, "How do upper elementary school educators describe their
experiences with morphological awareness instruction to support struggling readers?" was
addressed throughout the four themes that emerged from the findings. When considering the
theme of instructional practices/interventions, the educators noted that small group was a
meaningful way to improve students' reading skills. To illustrate, Angela stated that "small
groups are really important for using word work, especially like word families and prefixes and
suffixes." Throughout the student engagement theme, the information related to the use of
student resources was instrumental in answering the central question. For instance, Shaunae
expressed how she used journals and anchor charts as effective practices when teaching
morphological awareness skills. An equally notable response to the central question was through
the instructional strategies theme. The participants' experiences offer multiple ways to utilize
morphological awareness to work with struggling readers. For example, when asked during the
interview what components are essential for teaching morphological concepts, Pamela said, "I
can take some of my struggling readers and focus on easier based words that they can add the
part to or break apart as well." Finally, the central question was addressed through the teacher
effectiveness theme. Many educators relied on their past experiences, modeling after other
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educators, and self-sought-after professional development that supported their practice as they
helped their struggling students understand primary phonics and more complex skills like
morphological awareness. When asked about professional development related to morphology,
Kathy stated, "We don't routinely see that out there. So, we have to do that work yourself, using
sources that help me… looking at what other people are doing, what other successes are and then
implementing them in my instructional practice."
Sub-Question One
One of the significant components of LQH in building high-quality reading and
comprehension concerns phonology and morpho-syntax. Therefore, sub-question one sought to
elicit responses that answered, “What are the experiences of upper elementary school educators
who utilize morphological awareness strategies to help struggling readers understand phonology
and morpho-syntax?” The result was addressed through the student engagement and instructional
strategies themes. The participants provided a wealth of experiences that bridged the gap
between using morphological awareness and phonology. As many educators had primary
backgrounds, they knew that students needed the basic foundation of phonics to apply
morphological awareness strategies successfully. Simone stated that “some struggling readers
have difficulty decoding. So, I have to help them isolate phonemes. Then kind of work together
to say a word, and some don’t know long and short vowels, so I’ll kind of drop back and teach
that.” Consistently, Stephanie discussed at length the need to employ phonology because “some
of them [students] lack the foundational skills and… some of them do not even know how to do
the work attack process or decoding or have a phonemic awareness sense to be able to decode
words.”
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Equally important to addressing sub-question one was experiences shared related to
morphological awareness and morpho-syntax (grammar). The participants all believe that
morphological awareness contributed to students’ ability to discover importance of vocabulary
development toward understanding sentence structure which aids in reading and writing.
Francesca asserted:
I think when we go in and begin looking at the essential knowledge of vocabulary, it’s
understanding which one of those prefixes or suffixes refer to nouns, verbs, adjectives,
adverbs. If you understand that every time I see -ion, I can assume it is a noun, then I just
have to figure out what this is.
Likewise, Charlotte's experience mirrored Francesca's as she talked about her students' ability to
identify suffixes, allowing them to understand words in context better. This skill, she unscored,
contributes to reading comprehension. She further noted that assisting her students with making
the connection between suffixes and how they change the verb tenses and parts of speech is
relatedly essential to reading comprehension. When writing is considered, Angela noted that she
makes time for grammar lessons because students’ writing will not improve without.
Sub-Question Two
Sub-question two was designed to address the following question, “What are the
experiences of upper elementary school educators who utilize morphological awareness
strategies to improve spelling and orthographic forms with supporting struggling readers?” As a
vital consideration of LQH, this question was designed to stimulate conversation around the
importance of the use of morphological awareness towards helping struggling readers with
spelling. The data showed that educators could tie morphological awareness to spelling when the
use of word patterns and rules are taught to students. Simone communicated that she uses an
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activity with students where she has them use different colored pencils to note the different parts
of words. This helps them discriminate between the multiple units represented in a word. With
this activity, she also said that she discusses the potential meaning of each of the word parts.
Agreeably, educators spoke about the use of prefixes, suffixes, and base words to build words.
For example, Participant Charlotte stated:
All of these suffixes and prefixes, these affixes, these roots. It's literally the building
blocks of the English language. So, it's like once you start to realize what the building
blocks are, you can build as many words as you want.
Other educators echoed similar reactions to teaching morphological awareness. This can be seen
in Kathy’s response during the focus group when she said:
I have to give the curriculum writers some credit because I can see where they’re trying
to bridge the gap between writing and reading standards because we do word
morphology, teaching Latin and Greek prefixes and we don’t do spelling tests. We “teach
a spelling rule” if we notice a trend in their writing.
Sub-Question Three
A fundamental element of high lexical quality in reading is the ability for students to
make meaning and understand the use of words in context. Therefore, sub-question three was
essential to understanding, “What are the experiences of upper elementary school educators who
utilize morphological awareness strategies to improve core meaning and contexts of use with
struggling readers?” The educators spoke about the importance of helping students use
morphemes to understand the meaning of words which leads to understanding the text.
According to Participant Stephanie:
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I've seen the students be able to identify and understand the difficult vocabulary words
because they are able to use a strategy of looking at the morphemes and the root word
and the prefixes and suffixes and able to help them to comprehend what is being asked
and make sense of what is being read. Additionally, when they have mastered these
things, the students are able to know that this is what I need to do. I need to look at the
word parts so that I can identify the word and put the parts together. Then I understand
what reading is. It is helpful with sentence construction, for them being able to listen and
comprehend what they are saying and to gather information through this process. So,
when they have the ability to be able to segment the words into parts it is essential for
reading comprehension and fluency as well as the written component.
It was clear that other educators also saw morphological knowledge as a mechanism for
reinforcing students’ comprehension skills. This was apparent when Myra spoke extensively
about an activity where she would have the students brainstorm possible meanings of root words
as well as engage in studies of affixes. She noted that through this level of meaning students
were able to take this knowledge and transfer it to the use of words with identical roots, prefixes,
and suffixes. She gave examples of words she studied with her students with the prefix sub –
subway, submarine, subtitle, subconscious, and subtotal. Crystal had the same experience with
meaning making in that she described how she used morphology charts to help her students
understand the meaning of words. She stressed the importance of maintaining these kinds of
resources to assist students as they encountered unknown words.
Sub-Question Four
The final sub-question focused primarily on the theoretical idea of self-efficacy. The goal
of the question was to give rise to responses that would answer the question, “What experiences
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do upper elementary school educators attribute to their ability to support struggling readers?”
Based on the essence of the experiences shared by the educators from all three data points, the
educators relied heavily on their past experiences, colleagues, and professional learning
opportunities to support their struggling readers. As the participants reflected on their past
experiences, what came to light was their prior knowledge and teaching experiences. A vast
majority of the participants had experience in primary grades. They all suggested that this
significantly impacted their ability to teach struggling readers. This ability is illustrated by
Francesca who taught kindergarten through third grade and Reading Recovery before moving
into the upper grades. Through her experiences, she noted that she understood how to scaffold
learning so students would acquire the skills needed to be successful readers. Stephanie had a
similar experience teaching kindergarten through third grade before being assigned to fifth grade.
She noted that she was able to take the strategies and apply them to her struggling readers.
Before becoming a fifth-grade teacher, Angela taught second grade for several years. As a result,
she spoke extensively about her skill in engaging students in small groups, which yielded
significant results for her struggling students. While Terry’s and Charlotte’s experiences were
not in primary grades, they have special education backgrounds, which they noted contributed to
their ability to differentiate and modify resources for their students.
Some participants attributed their ability to support their students to their reliance on
other educational professionals. One example was Shaunae who suggested in her participant
journal that it is essential to “take advantage of all the support that the school has for students
who struggle to read.” During her interview, she said how the SPED teacher helped her with
adding audio to her assignments. Along the same lines, Terry stated during her interview that she
reaches out to her ESOL and SPED department for additional tools that she may not consider due
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to the demands of teaching. As further validation, Charlotte stated during her interview that
during collaborative and vertical planning sessions, the ESOL and the classroom teachers
develop resources and teaching tools to help their struggling readers.
The final indicator that supports sub-question four concerns the participants' engagement
in learning opportunities to enhance their skills to help struggling readers. Based on the
participants' responses, they all independently search for opportunities to strengthen their
teaching practice. All of them hold advanced degrees beyond a bachelor's degree. Some have
taken reading courses in the college/university to enhance their practice. Others have engaged in
district opportunities like the LETRS (Language Essentials for Teachers of Reading and
Spelling) training. While they stated that these were helpful and they somewhat touched on
morphology, all of them noted that they have not had or seen any training singularly related to
morphology.
Summary
The data presented in this chapter demonstrate that educators use various instructional
tools, strategies, and resources to support their struggling readers. A significant result concerns
the idea that educators cannot bypass phonological skills but that it is a vital part of the
foundation of reading. It is further evident through the data that educators must provide multiple
avenues and build pathways that allow students to apply morphological strategies toward reading
and comprehending texts. The data are summed as themes that include instructional practices and
interventions, student engagement, instructional resources, and teacher effectiveness. Instruction
is only as good as the teachers’ effectiveness. The data shows that the participants of this study
are committed to helping students, which leads to successful readers. The findings in this chapter
are the catalyst to support data interpretation in chapter five.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION
Overview
This transcendental phenomenological study aims to describe upper elementary school
teachers’ lived experiences about the use of morphological awareness to support struggling
readers. This chapter provides discussions around five essential areas. The onset of the data
discussion regards the interpretation of the data findings. Subsequently, this chapter explains the
implications of this study on policy and practice. In addition, this chapter covers the theoretical
and methodological ramifications of this study. Finally, the limitations, delimitations, and
recommendations for future research close out the chapter.
Discussion
This discussion explores the essence of the findings by considering the themes and
subthemes. The themes resulted in the discoveries made from the data collected and were guided
by the central research question (CRQ), "How do upper elementary school educators describe
their experiences with morphological awareness instruction to support struggling readers?" This
overarching question helped to focus the study around describing participants’ experiences with
the phenomenon. Additionally, the sub-questions provided depth for how the participants’
experiences with the phenomenon show up through the lens of the theoretical frameworks,
lexical quality hypothesis (LQH) and self-efficacy. The sub-questions are:
1. What are the experiences of upper elementary school educators who utilize
morphological awareness strategies to help struggling readers understand phonology
and morpho-syntax?
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2. What are the experiences of upper elementary school educators who utilize
morphological awareness strategies to improve spelling and orthographic forms with
struggling readers?
3. What are the experiences of upper elementary school educators who utilize
morphological awareness strategies to improve core meaning and contexts of use with
struggling readers?
4. What experiences do upper elementary school educators attribute to their ability to
support struggling readers?
With these considerations, the essence of the teachers’ experiences around morphology
and struggling adolescent readers led to themes concerning the important use of instructional
practices and interventions, student engagement, instructional strategies, and teacher
effectiveness. What follows concerns the interpretation of the meaning of these themes as
experienced by the participants.
Interpretation of Findings
Further explanation regarding the findings of the themes adds value to the literature on
reading instruction focused on morphological awareness and struggling readers. Overall, the
educators were committed to supporting their upper elementary grade level struggling readers as
they stressed the importance of reading and its impact on future success in subsequent grades. It
was evident that these educators knew the appropriate actions and tools to support reading
success. Through their experiences, best practices, appropriate courses of action, and approaches
to teaching emerged.
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Summary of Thematic Findings
Supporting struggling adolescent readers with strategies that allow them to decode and
comprehend increasingly complex texts is critical as they move through their academic journey
(Lervag et al., 2018). Given that adolescent students are reading below basic in reading (NAEP,
2019), educators’ ability to determine and provide appropriate interventions and strategies for
supporting students will aid in students’ growth in reading. Through this study, it was discovered
that educators’ experiences were key to helping students. As a result of these experiences, the
themes developed from the participant data pointed to four key ideas regarding struggling
adolescent readers and using morphological awareness as support. The first theme was
instructional practices/interventions. The subtheme encapsulated within this theme includes
differentiation with comprehensive data pointing to small groups, individualization, and
assessments. The second theme that emerged was student engagement. The participants’
responses produced prominent data on student motivation and resources within the student
engagement subtheme. The next theme encompassed instructional strategies with a manifestation
of subthemes in decoding words, developing comprehension skills, and helping students write
and spell. The final theme focused on teacher effectiveness, where the subtheme accentuated the
teachers’ experiences specific to their past experiences, collaboration with other professionals,
and professional development.
Incorporating Appropriate Interventions
Employing interventions suitable for helping struggling readers proves critical to
delivering systematic and targeted reading instruction. The findings of this theme provide strong
evidence that educators believe that using the appropriate interventions helps struggling readers.
Utilizing smaller groups and one-on-one instruction was a prominent intervention expressed by
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most participants. According to the educators, students come with varying needs. Therefore,
small groups and one-on-one instruction allow educators to support the specific needs of their
students. This finding is consistent with Response to Intervention (RTI) literature that suggests
the importance of tiered support to provide intensive instruction to support students who struggle
with learning (Benedict et al., 2021; Kim et al., 2013; Vaughn et al., 2019). Consistently, this
finding around small group and one-on-one grouping is consistent with balanced literacy
research that suggests that providing varying instructional delivery modes supports student
learning (Fisher et al., 2019), including teacher-directed and guided literacy activities.
Additionally noted in the findings was consistent utilization of assessments to monitor
students’ progress. The educators spoke extensively about using assessments to screen students’
progress. Consistently monitoring students’ progress through assessments “means giving
students sufficient time and opportunity to practice and improve through further instruction and
feedback before holding them accountable for having mastered the learning target” (Chappuis,
2014, p.26). By examining students’ reading development, educators were able to adjust
instruction as needed to ensure that students got the appropriate tools to support reading
acquisition. From Developmental Reading Assessment (DRA) to pop quizzes, the participants
favored this instructional practice as a diagnostic tool for knowing what reading strategies to
execute during instruction. Using assessments to plan for differentiated instruction is consistent
with reading research and literature (Brimo & Henbest, 2020; Hall, 2018; Liu et al., 2019; Peters
et al., 2021). Further, the discoveries are consistent with literacy literature that states that the
appropriate use of assessments becomes a bridge from where students are to where they need to
go (Tomlinson, 2014) as they provide the educator with data on what to teach or focus on during
lessons with readers.
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Engaging Students in Reading Instruction
Two areas generated results regarding how educators engage students, building student
motivation and using resources. The participant testimonials proved that providing an
environment conducive to learning and taking educational risks is paramount. Educators
overwhelmingly expressed the need to motivate students by building trust and community in
their classrooms. Researchers suggest that the two-way function of motivation and reading
achievement within the context of reading development may considerably affect motivational
practices associated with a student's view of their value as a learner, participation in the
classroom, and concern about their success (Toste et al., 2019). Motivation promotes intrinsic
inspiration that facilitates learning, builds reading capacity and enjoyment. This finding is
consistent with researchers who discovered that motivational beliefs are essential when engaging
students in reading. Throughout the research, researchers found that students who struggle with
reading exhibit behaviors that cause them to lose confidence in themselves (Toste et al., 2017;
Toste et al., 2019). As a result, students tend to shy away from participating in reading tasks. For
this reason, educators posited that building reading esteem has been valuable in helping their
students gain assurance as readers.
Additionally, participants found that studying their students' learning styles helped to
support their confidence in reading by providing instruction that caters to their needs. Learning
styles are described as modes in which learners choose to "concentrate on, store and remember
new or difficult information" (Prashing, 2005, p. 8). Understanding students' learning styles
provide a conduit through which students can access information towards learning concepts. It is
through student learning styles that educators choose appropriate materials.
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Copious evidence was captured about the importance of resources to engage students in
learning. Danielson (2007) posited that skilled educators possess knowledge about resources and
their appropriate use for teaching and students' attainment of concepts. Having the right
resources allow students to gain valuable practice and access to reading and writing concepts.
For example, the participants spoke about using graphic novels to draw students into the lesson
because of their strong interest in these books. Another vital resource was graphic organizers.
The teachers talked about using graphic organizers to help students organize their thoughts and
aids in writing cohesive sentences and paragraphs. This method of instruction allows students to
engage in instruction in a differentiated way.
Incorporating Appropriate Strategies
Using appropriate reading strategies allows students to apply learning to unknown new
words. The major subthemes that emerged regarding reading strategies were decoding words,
developing comprehension skills, and helping students write. The result yielded additional
evidence that decoding is paramount for reading. Decoding is consistent with literature that
suggests that students require decoding skills to read words (Castle et al., 2018; Deacon &
Francis, 2017; Lane et al., 2019; Levesque et al., 2017). Decoding creates the bridge between
phonology and morphology. It requires a logical sequence for moving from simple words with
letter-sound relationships (phonology) to word parts (morphology). As students decode words,
they position themselves to comprehend them and thus what they are reading.
Reading comprehension was a significant sub-theme that emerged from the data as this
gets to the heart of morphological awareness. Educators agreed that helping students understand
prefixes and suffixes allows for the acquisition of word meaning. This acquisition yields reading
comprehension. This finding confirms the findings of researchers regarding reading
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comprehension. Based on the research, when students utilize morphological skills, this aids in
decoding morphemes and discriminating the meaning of words to produce meaning (James et al.,
2021; Qiao et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2020).
The final subtheme that emerged was the use of morphology to support writing skills.
Participants found morphological awareness strategies instrumental in helping students build
spelling skills that translate into writing. When students engage in vocabulary development, it
increases their ability to spell words correctly and to use the vocabulary in the appropriate
context. This is consistent with researchers who suggest that readers’ ability to analyze
morphemes find tremendous success with vocabulary and spelling (Brandes & McMaster, 2017;
Crosson et al., 2021; McKeown et al., 2018; Schneider & Ming, 2019).
Developing Teacher Effectiveness
The data provide convincing evidence that a teacher's effectiveness is crucial for
supporting struggling readers. The educators in this study proved that they had extensive
experiences that allowed them to help their struggling readers using morphological awareness.
The secondary themes involved the educators' past teaching experiences, ability to collaborate
with other professionals, and engagement in professional development. The participants'
experiences demonstrated that these educators knew what to do to ensure success for their
students. Their expertise indicates that the educators who have taught in primary grades and even
special educators possess foundational skills and strategies that help older students with reading.
With this experience, they can build bridges between lower and more advanced skills. This is
consistent with research that addresses teacher knowledge which results in mastery experiences
and thus creates self-efficacy (Hudson et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2017). While not all the teachers
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taught primary or SPED, they used their professional relationships to obtain the necessary
resources to support their struggling readers.
The participants spoke about how they connected with other professionals (e.g., SPED or
ESOL teachers) to get materials, resources and learn practical strategies to help their struggling
readers. These vicarious experiences also include professional development and higher education
experiences. While one educator attributed her ability to conduct small groups to the support of
the reading specialist in her building, another spoke about the SPED teacher who provides her
with tools to aid her struggling readers. Other participants talked about the impact of professional
development and college coursework on their practice. Learning through vicarious experiences
builds teaching efficacy which benefits students. The finding compared to other researchers who
discovered that teachers develop their self-efficacy by following the model of their peers or other
educational professionals (Pittman et al., 2019; Sharp et al., 2016; Tschannen-Moran et al.,
2018). While the educators spoke at length about how they seek professional development and
the content of that development, it was clear that most educators received no professional
development in morphological awareness concepts. This lack of specific professional
development mirrors another reading study which found that some professional development
opportunities do not lend themselves to reading comprehension or vocabulary study (Clark et al.,
2018). The interpretation of these findings may have important implications for policy and
practice.
Implications
Based on the literature review and the findings of this study, using morphological
awareness instruction has significant implications for instructional policy and teacher practice.
Although the current push for the Science of Reading has a substantial focus on phonics, it is
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crucial to ensure that there is a bridge that connects phonology to morphology that supports
struggling students who encounter increasingly complex words and texts in upper elementary
grades. For this reason, researchers and practitioners must guarantee that reading initiatives
include a well-rounded approach as their arguments affect policy and ultimately practice.
Implications for Policy
Curriculum decisions begin at the district level. Therefore, what is regarded as significant
will be evident in the written curriculum. Unless there is an intentional focus in the written
curriculum on morphological awareness, educators may miss opportunities that include strategies
that impact students’ ability to decode complex words and learn their meanings. Equally, the
importance of morphology on grammar and its influences on students’ writing may be
overlooked.
Another critical implication for policy is the type of professional development explicitly
offered for morphological awareness. As shown in the data, the participants could not recall any
training that focused on morphological awareness. Most educators referred to their prior
knowledge as primary teachers, or they relied on their ability to collaborate by seeking the advice
of primary educators on how to teach phonology. Equally, they sought the assistance of SPED
and other professionals to assist them with information to help their struggling readers. It would
be advantageous for districts to provide professional development focusing on morphology.
Additionally, there should be training that helps intermediate educators build a bridge between
phonology and morphology. Schools should also employ strategies such as vertical planning,
which is a strategy for allowing educators to collaborate across grade levels.
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Implications for Practice
While adolescent struggling readers may need foundational skills like phonics and
phonological awareness to improve their reading competence, it may also be effective to include
morphological awareness instruction to build their capacity to read complex words. One of the
recommendations of the upper elementary educators was that primary grade level educators
introduce prefixes such as un- and re- to support students’ ability to begin reading multisyllabic
words and to understand the meaning of the prefixes. Additionally, it would be equally
advantageous for educators to focus intentionally on the use of affixes and how they affect the
parts of speech. For example, adding “s” to the end of a noun produces a plural implication
versus adding “s” to a verb which indicates the tense of a word (e.g., past, present, or future
tense). This will support students’ ability to understand texts and as well their ability to write
cohesive sentences and paragraphs.
The authentication of the importance of this study to teacher practice materialized via a
private chat from a participant as I wrapped up the focus group. The participant stated that after
participating in this study, she would be more intentional about using morphological awareness
in her lessons to support her students. This is indicative of the fact that incorporating consistent
morphological awareness instruction has the potential for a positive impact on her future
students.
Theoretical Implications
The theoretical frameworks that guided this study were the lexical quality hypothesis
(Perfetti, 2002) and self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977). The lexical quality hypothesis focused on the
three critical areas that, when incorporated, produce high lexical quality. These areas are
phonology and morpho-syntax, orthography, and meaning. High lexical quality indicates that
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readers can read and comprehend the words they read. The significant implication that came
from this study was the importance of bridging the gap between phonology and morphology.
Throughout the data collected, the participants spoke extensively about how they used
phonological awareness as a starting point for helping their struggling readers as they
incorporated morphological awareness to support students' ability to read and understand
increasingly complex texts. This is consistent with research studies that suggest that the
conditions of developing morphological skills are subject to a reader's ability to utilize
phonological awareness by circumscribing contextual clues with phonological units (Law &
Ghesquiere, 2017). Consistently, the ability to support students with spelling and making
meaning was important information that came from this study. It corroborates the LQH theory
that morphological awareness helps students' ability to spell and make meaning of words by
incorporating their knowledge of morphemes. Understanding the nuances of words and that
spelling is significant aids in readers' ability to comprehend words and, ultimately, the text and
context. My findings are consistent with previous results that promote high lexical quality as a
critical component for reading comprehension and spelling (Deacon et al., 2011; Gray et al.,
2018; Nagy et al., 2013; Park et al., 2020; Proctor et al., 2020).
Self-efficacy concerns one's trust in their ability to complete a task with success. Selfefficacy consists of four areas or ways people build their efficacy. These areas are vicarious
experiences, mastery experiences, physiological experiences, and verbal persuasion. The
findings provide strong evidence that the educators possessed skills that helped them to master
the ability to effectively employ reading strategies that yielded reading results for their struggling
readers. This was evident through their reflection of previous teaching assignments in other
grade levels and their prior learning in professional development and college courses. The results
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yielded additional evidence that vicarious experiences aided educators' ability to help their
students. For example, some participants spoke at length about how they used other teachers and
professionals as resources to help them with strategies and resources to support their struggling
readers. This form of collaboration is consistent with self-efficacy's view regarding vicarious
experiences. The data provide theoretical support for the idea that teachers with solid selfefficacy are more apt to promote healthy reading practices that result in developing the skills of
struggling students (Tshannen-Moran et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2017).
Empirical Implications
The empirical implication of this study provides a different dimension to morphological
awareness instruction in that most studies focused quantitatively on how morphological
awareness contributes to students’ reading success (Deacon et al., 2018; Goodwin et al., 2017;
Levesque et al., 2017; Nagy et al., 2013). However, they do not necessarily focus on the delivery
of instruction. This study differs in that a qualitative transcendental phenomenology
methodology was used to describe the experiences of educators within the context of struggling
readers and morphological awareness. When educators are knowledgeable about the reading
content and understand the appropriate pedagogical skills to be employed, students experience
reading success. This study yielded strong evidence that corroborates researchers who
determined that qualitatively exploring the vantage point of educators’ knowledge was relevant
to understanding what is important when supporting struggling adolescent readers (Brimo &
Henbest, 2020; Meaux et al., 2020; Washburn & Mulcahy, 2018). Because of this study’s
methodological approach, the practitioner’s lens and voice become important to the conversation
as policies are made about what works best for struggling students. Hands-on experiences
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become as much of a necessity as numbers and scores as it helps researchers and policymakers
understand the “why” regarding students reading data.
Limitations and Delimitations
One study limitation was that the school year was ending, and educators were busy with
closing tasks. This made it difficult to get the number of participants I desired for the study
because the demands of closing out the school year were great, and many did not have the time
to engage in the study. While I sent out about 70 educator requests for interviews, the response
was less than 15 educators who expressed interest. Out of those, only 11 qualified and were
chosen based on the criteria to participate in the study. However, based on the previous research,
the number of participants was sufficient to provide quality data for this study (Creswell & Poth,
2018).
The participants in this study were primarily females of differing ages. Although a few
men expressed in participating in the study, they did not teach reading. The presence of the male
teacher's voice was also a limitation of this study. Elementary teaching is seen as a femaledominated field, so the study may have benefited from hearing the male perspective. Having a
male's perception of teaching struggling readers may have provided a different tone for teaching
reading. Perhaps the approach may have been different, but that would warrant further research.
The school district used to solicit teachers for this study sits within a large metroplex.
This points to another limitation regarding diversifying the group of educators from across a
metroplex versus one school district. The participants spoke extensively about their district
curriculum and how it supports their ability to provide morphological awareness instruction to
aid their struggling readers. It was evident that the teachers incorporated what their school
community mandated. It would be interesting to explore educators from neighboring districts to
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determine if there is consistency in implementing strategies and skills. It would also be beneficial
to decide on how other school communities use morphology and how they support their
struggling readers.
The final limitation of this study was the viewpoint of educators who taught sixth grade
in middle schools. As I engaged in interviews and the focus group, I realized there was a
different method for teaching reading for sixth graders in middle school versus teaching reading
for sixth graders in elementary schools. The interviews showed how interventions employed in
middle school looked vastly different from elementary school. For example, participants spoke
about reading interventions consisting of a course in middle school versus the teacher providing
interventions within their classroom for sixth-grade elementary school. This limitation would
warrant further investigation.
While there were limitations to this study, there were some delimitations. These
delimitations had no negative impact on this study. It was essential to establish criteria for the
participants to ensure that the data collected would address the study questions. The measures
were that participants had to have at least a standard teaching certificate, which ensured that they
met the state qualifications for the required ancillary reading courses. Additionally, they
currently had to be reading teachers. This confirmed that the participants had a working
knowledge of supporting struggling students and the reading curriculum.
Managing the number of potential participants was also a delimitation of this study.
Choosing a specific group of educators was critical to allow a deeper exploration of the
phenomenon. For this reason, choosing upper elementary grade level educators were more
manageable. Expanding the participant pool to middle school, high school, and across other
districts may have been too much to manage. Researchers suggested that having more
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participants in a phenomenological study could contribute to saturation (Charmez, 2006;
Creswell & Poth, 2018; Moser & Korstjens, 2018).
Recommendations for Future Research
The findings, limitations, and delimitations prompt considerations that would continue to
add to the body of reading research. I would encourage researchers to engage in a comparison
study to explore the differences in how educators approach struggling readers in sixth-grade
middle school versus sixth grade in elementary school. Some key areas of focus may answer the
questions: 1) Why is the approach to reading different between the school levels, and 2) How do
educators approach reading instruction with struggling students who have reached middle school
levels and beyond?
My findings suggest a greater need for exploring morphological awareness as a
professional development topic. Throughout the interviews and the focus group, educators
discussed the lack of professional development specific to morphological awareness. Further, it
was evident that more focus should be placed on how upper-grade educators can make the
connection between phonological skills and morphological skills to build a “reading bridge”
toward proficient reading skills for upper elementary grade level students. Equally, the educators
shared the importance of beginning morphology in the earlier grades to prepare students for
increasingly difficult words and texts as they move to the upper grades.
Conclusion
This transcendental phenomenological study aimed to describe educators' experiences
with morphological awareness and struggling readers. These experiences were studied through
the theoretical lens of the lexical quality hypothesis (Perfetti, 2002) and self-efficacy (Bandura,
1977). The results of this study yielded evidence that supporting struggling readers should
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include employing the appropriate instructional practices and interventions and ensuring that
educators engage students in learning through motivation and resources. Based on the findings, it
was also essential to teach students instructional strategies that would help them develop their
decoding, comprehension, and writing skills. Most importantly, educators' experiences were
significant in helping struggling readers. The data provided convincing evidence that teachers'
past teaching experiences, their ability to collaborate with others, and the quality of professional
development contributes to educators' ability to support their struggling readers and to employ
high-quality instruction in morphological awareness.
Through the participants' experiences, it is possible to build students' efficacy in reading
when educators are resourceful in ways that yield high-impact strategies toward success. Based
on this study, districts should provide well-rounded professional development that supports
phonics and morphology, as morphological skills target complex word knowledge, parts of
speech, and aid in meaning acquisition.
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Appendix B
RECRUITMENT LETTER
Dear Upper Elementary School Educator:
As a student in the School of Education at Liberty University, I am conducting research
as part of the requirements for a doctorate degree. The purpose of my research is to examine how
upper elementary school educators describe their experiences with morphological awareness
instruction to support struggling readers, and I am writing to invite eligible participants to join
my study.
Participants must possess the following criteria:
• 5 or more years of teaching experience (tenured)
• At least a standard professional certification
• Teach Reading/English Language Arts (ELA)
• Provide direct instruction to students (classroom-based)
• Teach students in grades four through six
Participants, if willing, will be asked to participate in a one-on-one interview (45 minutes), a
focus group (90 minutes), and the completion of 3 journal prompts (10 minutes per prompt).
Participants will also participate in member checking where you will review the transcriptions of
interviews for accuracy. Names and other identifying information will be requested as part of
this study, but the information will remain confidential.
To participate, please CLICK HERE for the Demographic Eligibility Questionnaire. Contact me
at 240-544-7571 or kmward5@liberty.edu for more information.
A consent document will be given to you one week before the interview/focus group. The
consent document contains additional information about my research. If you choose to
participate, you will need to sign the consent document and return it to me at least two days prior
to the interview and focus group.
Participants will be entered in a raffle for a chance to receive a $50 Amazon gift card.
Sincerely,
KeyShaze M. Ward
Doctoral Student
240-544-7571/kmward5@liberty.edu
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Appendix D
DEMOGRAPHIC QUESTIONNAIRE FORM
(View of Questions in Word Version for IRB Review)
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Appendix E
INFORMED CONSENT FORM
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Appendix F
INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
The interview protocol is based on the same protocol suggested by Creswell and Creswell (2018)
and has been adapted to use for this study.
Interview Protocol
Date of the
Interview
Time of the
Interview
Location of the
Interview
Name of the
Participant
Name of the
Researcher
Start Time of the
Interview
Ending Time of
the Interview
Introduction
•
•
•

•
•
•

Step 1: Introduction of the researcher
Step 2: Discuss the purpose of the study
Step 3: Researcher will reiterate the informed consent form and the participant’s right
to withdraw from the study. At this time, the researcher will confirm permission to
record the session
Step 4: State the structure of the interview (e.g., # of questions, amount of time it will
take, etc.)
Step 5: As if there are any questions before beginning
Step 6: Press record and begin the interview
Opening Questions

Icebreaker questions will be asked to ease the participants. The following information will be
asked:
• Teacher background (name, age, race/ethnicity, degree(s) earned, current grade level
assignment, prior grade level(s) taught, number of years in education)
• How did you become a Reading Language Arts teacher?

191
Content Questions
Individual Interview Questions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What experiences have you had with teaching struggling readers?
Describe your experiences with strategies that were used to support struggling readers
in your class.
In your experience, what have you found to be the essential components of teaching
morphological concepts?
In your experience, in what ways have you found morphological awareness to be most
helpful?
What do you consider effective practices for morphological awareness instruction?
What is your instructional approach to teaching morphological awareness to your
students?
What is your experience with using morphological awareness to support struggling
learners, specifically those who are not qualified for SPED services?
What experiences have you had with professional development that has shaped your
practice in supporting struggling students? With morphology?
What is your overall perspective about morphological awareness instruction?
Is there anything else you would like to share on the topic?

Probes
The following probes will be used to ask for more information or to ask for explanation of
ideas
• Tell me more
• I need more details
• Could you explain your response more?
• What does “not much” mean?
Closing Instructions
During the closing, be sure to thank the participants for their time and answer any questions
they may have. Be sure to assure the participants of confidentiality. Be prepared to answer the
question, “how will participants learn about the results of the study?”
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Appendix G
SAMPLE INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT WITH CODING
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Appendix H
SAMPLE REFLEXIVE JOURNAL ENTRY
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Appendix I
PARTICIPANT JOURNAL PROMPTS AND SAMPLE
Describe your experiences working with your struggling readers using following prompts.
Answer the three prompts below.
1. Write about your most effective experience with a struggling upper elementary
student
2.

Write about your most challenging experience helping a struggling upper
elementary reader.

3. What advice would you give a novice teacher who has an adolescent struggling
to read?
Sample Participant Journal - Entries
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Appendix J
FOCUS GROUP QUESTIONS
Focus Group Questions
1. Introductions: Who are you and what grade(s) do you teach? How long have you been an
English Language Arts (ELA) teacher?
2. Share your experiences with how the district-designed curriculum helps with supporting
struggling readers using morphological awareness. How does the curriculum resources
(e.g., adopted textbooks) support your implementation of reading strategies such as
morphological awareness to aid in helping your below grade level readers achieve
reading comprehension?
3. What are your experiences with the curriculum, using grammar, meaning making, and
spelling through morphology, support struggling upper elementary readers?
4. What experiences have you had with professional development through your school that
supports your efficacy towards helping with teaching struggling readers? What
collaborative communities are provided at the school level to support teachers with
teaching struggling readers to read in the upper grades?
5. What experiences have you had with professional development through your district that
support your efficacy in making connections between morphological awareness
instruction and other components of reading to promote comprehension skills?
Is there anything else related to the topic that you would like to add?

